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Part II

Limbo

Her voice lingers, forever ensconced in the numb depths of
slumber. Connected as they were, intertwined through mind and
spirit, as if he were a letter sealed with her limber wax and fastened
by the press of a stamp. And yet the mark she left on him still
remains.
The echoes of her voice carry through the void, taking shape as a
number of blue strands before they harden into sinews, binding him
by his limbs. He is suspended, helpless, denied even the choice to
struggle. And so he screams in the darkness, one desperate cry after
another, left to fall on none but deaf ears:
“Oh, forgive me! Please, forgive me!”
He is cognizant that resolution is what his heart truly seeks. There
had to be an end more ﬁtting than this. These bitter memories were
the last she left to him, for all physical items of her possession were
disposed of after her death. Still, the fact remained that no more
could be done to free him from the past.
If he so desired, it was possible to have his memory wiped. The
means were within his reach for a man of a profession so suﬃcient.
And yet he digressed. He chose to suﬀer, nurturing those moments
as would a crow hoard glass beads in its nest.
They tore away at his soul, those last broken fragments of her,
eliciting a pain so real it shone in his eyes. He was lost in the pursuit
of her, chasing their ﬁrst meeting to the hour of her death, each
ﬂeeting moment fading in and away one by one.
What could be done now to liberate her? Was it not salvation that
she pleaded for at the end of her life? And if so, from whom? Was
her wish made to him, or to her family—or was the embrace of
death itself the salvation she sought?

Even if he were to ask, her answer would never be heard. So it
goes, the echoes of his words shall be doomed to resound forever in
solitude.
“—Oh, forgive me! Forgive me!”
The stillness swallows his voice. And so, once more he begins his
descent to the depths of the darkness…
Through pain, through memories, through heartbreak, and
through the unconscious, thus through dreams and through death.

Chapter 1
"What most attracted his attention, however, like that of the rest of
the watching group, was the man's right arm. From the elbow to the finger
tips it was enclosed by—or more precisely had effloresced into—a mass of
translucent crystals, through which the prismatic outlines of the hand and
fingers could be seen in a dozen multi-colored reflections. This huge jeweled
gauntlet, like the coronation armor of a Spanish conquistador, was drying in
the sun, its crystals beginning to emit a hard vivid light."
—J.G. Ballard, The Crystal World

The glassy chime of bells hung in the air.
Kazuki Homura stirred beneath his sheets, his face buried in the
bedding. He grunted into the mattress, blindly groping for his pillow to
no avail. It must have been ﬂung somewhere else during the night.
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His last vestiges of his slumber waned, retreating from his vision to
the base of his skull. There was no hope now that he'd be able to fall
back asleep.
Reluctantly, he squinted at his surroundings. Little beams of sunlight
poured in like needles from between the slats of the blinds, assailing his
unadjusted pupils. The ringtone continued to sound from the next
room over: his oﬃce, which doubled as his living room. Many months
had passed since he last set foot in there of his own volition.
Kazuki shoved aside his covers, cursing under his breath. The air was
freezing. He shivered, naked all but for his shorts. The question came to
his mind of when he had last turned on the heater—rather, if he ever
had in the ﬁrst place. The ﬂoor lay beneath his bare feet, stone-cold to
the touch, as he opened the door to the next room.
The desk inside was gowned with a thin veil of dust. The sight
brought his dismissal of the cleaning services he'd been oﬀered to
mind. Kazuki had no reason to care: there were more important
matters that deserved his attention. The thought ebbed from his mind
as he scowled at the ﬂickering green light of the com-chat terminal,
from which the sound of bells continued to emanate.
Aren't I still supposed to be on leave?
At least, that was what his guild master said. No outside contact was
to be made with Kazuki until further speciﬁed notice. If anything,
inquiries should have been directed to the guild instead.
The leave had been called for when Kazuki's once strong,
performative abilities began to grow frail after he had suﬀered the loss
of his beloved. For those who work under the guild, psychological
traumas are as detrimental to one's career as snapping the Achilles
tendon is to an athlete.
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In this ﬁeld, the ability to suppress one's emotional impulses was
imperative. Unfortunately, that happened to be the ﬁrst skill he lost
control over.
"Give yourself a break," the guild master told him, not bothering to
hide his look of pity. "Though it may harm us to reduce our staﬀ here, I
assure you it would be far more problematic to permanently lose such an
exceptional cognitive technician as you. Nobody else has skills quite like
yours. Don't hesitate to rest until you feel it's right to return. A paid
vacation doesn't sound too bad if you look at it that way, eh?"
As the ringtone went on, he exited the oﬃce and entered the kitchen.
A small package sat on the rim of the sink. He opened it, then stirred it
into a bottle of mineral water. That and nutrition bars had been
Kazuki's main source of meals for the past month. Every day when he
looked in the mirror his muscles seemed to get slimmer, his face
turning ever more pale and gaunt. Frivolous things as appearances were
of little importance to him, but even then, whether he felt up to the task
or not, Kazuki was in no shape to be seen in public.
His food supply never ran out, as contracted delivery services
regularly delivered supplements, water, and other essential necessities.
Kazuki had not once crossed the doorway to his apartment since he
began his leave.
The tone kept going, so long that it grew irritating. For a moment he
pondered why he hadn't declined the call in the ﬁrst place. Or had he?
Regardless, the call would be directed to the net secretary if it went
unanswered, which would issue an automated reply in his stead.
Whether it would be deemed vital for Kazuki to see or not would be up
to its judgement. None thus far had attained this approval.
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He exited the kitchen, lazily sipping from a bottle of mineral water.
At last the ringing came to an end. The secretary's synthesized voice
announced an objective, pre-recorded conﬁrmation.
"This is the oﬃce of A-Rank Cognitive Technician Kazuki Homura.
At this time, the owner of this oﬃce is currently on vacation. No
reservations may be accepted. If you are looking for a separate oﬃce,
please contact the following general information center and consult a
professional. Your code is A-2361-45825."
"How can you be so irresponsible, Kazuki?" A new voice meshed
over the secretary's robotic drone, this one curt and impatient. "I know
you're there. I need you to answer me as soon as possible, for only you
can give the assistance that we desire. You must leave this place. I will
not repeat myself again."
The plastic bottle slipped from his hand.
Kazuki sprinted to his desk, ignoring the water spilt on the ﬂoor. He
slammed the bothersome ﬂashing button and pulled up the chat
interface.
The transparent panel on the front of the desk was radiant with faint
light. There, sitting cross-legged upon a tall chair, was the visage of a
young man who bore an indeterminable expression. He took a moment
to examine Kazuki's breathless, pallid ﬁgure, then his thin lips twisted
into a cruel grin.
"Well, hello there," he said. "It's been quite a while, Kazuki—since
the funeral, I believe? You've gotten so thin that you may as well be on
death's doorstep, it appears."
"…Shin." The name spilled from Kazuki's lips.
He gripped his hands around the back of the desk until his knuckles
turned white, while the water silently spread across the dusty ﬂoor.
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One week later, Kazuki boarded the bus nearest to the third
Melbourne Airport. There resided a number of airlines bound for the
Americas, including a shabby Cessna that was hardly deserving of
being called an airplane.
The aircraft was pitch-black inside. In these modern times, little
regard was held for the comfort of one's transportation, for basic
exposure to sunlight was considered a reckless and dangerous act
equivalent to smoking ten boxes of cigarettes in one day.
A small bus crossing the Mexican border was of the ﬁrst to adopt
these measures even before Cuvier syndrome arose. The windows of
the bus were swapped in favor of junk LCD panels, connected to a
console inside the vehicle that could display and change images as to
employ a diversion to onlookers.
Kazuki changed his display in the midst of a garish action ﬁlm to a
live camera feed of the outside world. The next passenger over gave him
a tired glance, fed up with the unwanted exposure, be it to his idle
curiosity or what seemed to be his poor taste in ﬁlms. Or so Kazuki was
left to assume.
In this day and age, to acknowledge the lower classes, such as at the
edge of South America where would-be immigrants who cannot enter
North America gather, was a taboo act that was almost universally
shunned.
At the edge of the coast, a large reef of crystallized plankton and the
corpses of marine organisms shone like thin glass. When penetrating
the surface of the ocean, the intensity of sunlight would weaken to
some degree, but even with mild light, if one was to swim in its
exposure, it was impossible to be completely protected from its harmful
eﬀects. Apart from some deep-sea creatures, most ﬁsh and marine
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mammals have gone extinct; corals and marine algae have been
transformed into lifeless forests of crystal pillars. Sometimes, when
the tide crashed along the shore, their corpses were washed away on the
beach along with particles of glass-like plankton and fragments of
petriﬁed ﬁsh. They shined like tiny diamonds in the daylight, but
nonetheless, objectively they remained no more than little crushed
corpses.
The camera gradually zoomed in. The aircraft was now ﬂying above
the sea. The beachfront appeared at the right edge of the screen; there,
several people could be seen on the ground sluggishly staggering across
the land. They were gathering small ﬁsh and aquatic plants left behind
by the rising tide, driftwood for ﬁre, loose change, and small chunks of
glass.
It zoomed in further. The moving ﬁgures came into clearer view.
Most of the people appeared to be between 14 and 15 years old, yet
bizarrely, a handful of elderly people were present in the throng.
Malnutrition was prevalent outside of the metropolitan areas that were
guarded from the sunlight. Since the advent of Cuvier syndrome, the
worldwide food situation has only continued to rise in urgency.
One girl who stood out from the rest on account of her dirty, sootcovered skirt fell down, tripping over her own feet. The crooked branch
that she walked with rolled out of her reach. An elderly woman in her
vicinity shouted at her, her mouth wide like a cave. It was impossible to
discern what she was saying, for the drone camera was unable to pick
up sound from such a distance above. The girl fumbled for her cane,
struggling to get back to her feet. That was when something sinister
sparkled in the daylight, just visible enough beneath her skirt. Crystals.
A prosthetic leg made of crystals? No, she couldn't possibly aﬀord
such a thing if she couldn't attain so much as a visa to enter the United
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States. She, like many others, was a victim of Cuvier syndrome. The risk
of its progression increased in direct sunlight, but in order to live, it
was necessary to collect food under the merciless rays of the sun.
"Pardon me, sir, but could you please turn that oﬀ?" The old woman
in the seat next to Kazuki's broke the silence, her patience crossed. "I
can't bear to watch any more. There's more than enough places in the
newspaper and on the internet to see such horrible things. Perhaps
you'd be so kind as to try those instead."
Kazuki mumbled a frank apology, then switched the broadcast to
browse for another channel. He settled on a channel which serenaded
the booth with the sounds of a classical music concert. The hazy image
of the famous Mozart lead the concerto, despite having died centuries
ago. The old woman seemed satisﬁed with his decision. Kazuki ﬂashed
her his best attempt at a smile, then reached for the digital tablet tucked
into a pouch on the back of the seat before him.
Much like the shuttle itself, the tablet was rather outdated. Its dot
matrix display was worn and yellowed with age but was by no means
unusable.
Kazuki selected the world news app, surveying the main headlines.
There wasn't a single encouraging word on the screen. They lined the
top of the site: "BREAKING: Deaths from Cuvier syndrome exceed 2
million worldwide", and in large script, "Mechelen UN Secretary-General
announces statement regarding protection against Cuvier syndrome". "Pope
Sixtus XII condemns theory that Cuvier syndrome is God's divine will —
deems heresy". “European Food Safety Authority estimates 158 percent
decline in food self-suﬃciency rate of populated areas". "US House of
Representatives submits legislative bill to Senate on restricting refugee
entry". The headlines continued on.
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The United States and China were the most popular asylums for
refugees worldwide. In the past, they were known to put refugees to
work as a convenient source of labor. Despite that, their hospitality had
a limit. There still remained functional bounds to the systems that were
developed to protect humans from the sunlight. If a large quantity of
these displaced people were allowed entry, then existing resources and
technology would feel the strain they already suﬀered to an unbearable
extent. Entries of that kind left unchecked would spell a certain advent
of doom on the horizon that any developed countries avoided like the
plague.
Now, the once ﬂourishing human race had been reduced to a mere
shadow of its former self. With the exception of a few wealthy nations,
the countries of the world had begun to break down one after another,
exhausted from the battle against Cuvier syndrome. The United States,
European Union, China, and Australia were among the few nations that
managed to preserve themselves amid the crisis. All of these states had
developed successful measures to protect against the sunlight.
Unclaimed refugees would receive assistance only out of pity, left to
huddle together in small groups in a desperate bid to survive without
protection. They would blindly forage for food in the dead of the night
or even hunt down their colleagues all for the sake of ﬁlling their
bellies, as if they were stray dogs. Only the most far-gone victims would
dare to forage for food while the sun is out, like the hapless group that
was looking for valuables on the beach.
Kazuki was of both Japanese and German descent, although the
country of Japan had long since been erased from the most current
world map. The government still existed, as did several sunlightprotected cities such as Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, and Kyoto, but the
serious economic decline and political turmoil persisting from the end
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of the last century combined with the destruction of agriculture and
livestock by Cuvier syndrome weighed dangerously on the wellbeing of
the country. Japan, too, had historically maintained a low selfsuﬃciency rate and originally relied on imports for most kinds of food.
Moreover, exposure to the lethal sunlight had made most lands of the
nation unliveable. Like the survivors of the Titanic, most surviving
Japanese citizens narrowly ﬂed from the dying country in favor of
someplace even slightly more liveable, like the remaining cities of the
United States.
Kazuki's hair was naturally tinged a vivid red, inherited from his
mother. It looked like a burning ﬂame when struck by the light, so he
had once been told. Apparently, red hair was especially common
among psychics. Perhaps a dormant psychic gene had been sleeping
inside his maternal grandfather—a German man whom he had never
met. Upon recalling those unwanted memories Kazuki shook his head
and returned to the news article.
Polyphotovitriﬁcation: colloquially known as Cuvier syndrome.
The condition arose about half a century ago. The corpses of a
completely crystallized group of Impala and a crystallized forest were
discovered in the middle of an African meadow.
Initially, it was considered to have been a performance piece by a
radical avant-garde artist. However, as the days progressed, similar
reports began to arise. Wildebeests and giraﬀes were found with body
parts crystallized; a group of elephants became gigantic crystal statues,
many of which were observed to be cowering from the sun in their ﬁnal
moments. Carnivorous animals were no exception, for the same
phenomenon was also sighted among lions, cheetahs, and hyenas. Birds
such as vultures and ﬂamingos met similar fates.
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It is now said that the ﬁrst cases to appear were caused by the intense
ultraviolet rays of the sunlight of the African sub-equatorial region.
But in those days, no-one could make sense of what was happening.
The savanna rangers came out to the meadows every day only to
scratch their heads and return in jeeps full of sparkling crystallized
animals. Meanwhile, the crystallization of trees and other such plants
was accelerating. Peculiar diamond-like trees glimmered everywhere
beneath the sunlight like props from a sci-ﬁ ﬁlm. Transparent grasses
sprung cold and stiﬀ from the ground, their rainbow hues unfaltering
in the wind.
The ﬁrst human victim had also fallen ill in Africa. A prominent
zoologist who toiled in the savanna day and night was investigating the
cause of the crystallization phenomenon when one day, an abnormality
was found on the back of his hand. The skin had darkened into a burnt
brown hue and acquired a strange luster; it was also completely smooth
to the touch. There was no indication of body temperature there that
could be felt with one's ﬁngers. It was as if a thin sheet of glass was
pasted to the ﬂesh.
The symptoms rapidly progressed over the span of a few days.
Eventually, the zoologist realized that the upper arm of that hand had
grown numb up to the shoulder. Then the glasslike legion expanded
along the back of the arm to the rest of the body, at which point it had
become almost entirely see-through. The hazy form of the humerus
and shoulder joints were suspended inside like a small chasm beneath
the crystalline surface.
The tissues of animals recovered thus far have already been
analyzed, but as a result of the onset of human victims the investigation
of this bizarre condition was made an utmost priority not only in
Africa but as well as all national health institutions worldwide. Studies
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proved that the crystalline lesions were symptomatic of a mutation
caused by the abnormal growth of a certain skin protein. Apparently, it
shared a number of characteristics in common with bovine spongiform
encephalopathy as well as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease develops when prions mutate inside the
body or are otherwise altered by external factors. Although the rogue
prions are not living organisms, they behave like cancer cells in that
they alter surrounding tissues to behave like themselves. In doing so,
the brain is relentlessly targeted to the point that its tissues become
with holes like a sponge, thus inducing a comatose state in its victims
leading ultimately to death.
Cuvier syndrome is a non-pathogenic disease. No cure or
treatment currently exists, for even if the mutated tissues are excised,
crystallization will immediately begin again at several other locations.
After all, even with the medical advancements of the modern day, it
remains impossible to treat rogue prions. In the case of Cuvier
syndrome, rogue prions spring forth within the body of their own
accord to invade the brain in its entirety and then proliferate from
there, eventually transforming the host body into a lifeless crystal vessel
—that was what became of the animals in the savanna.
The discovery threw the world into turmoil. With this news
known around the world, victims everywhere who developed similar
symptoms stormed into medical institutions demanding answers. As if
deliberately timed, various occurrences that had been overlooked til
then began to arise. Word came of gorgeous quartz birds found fallen
to the ground mid-ﬂight; certain ﬂowers and trees began to resemble
manufactured marble ﬁgures. One day, a news station reported a
phenomenon of stray cats whose legs and torsos had turned to
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translucent crystals. Reports of other such sightings came ﬂooding
forth.
Before mankind had time to react, the phenomenon had spread to
every corner of the earth. Baﬄed doctors were left with no advice to
give to the panicked masses but to stay out of the sunlight at all costs.
The time that patients spent exposed to sunlight was almost exactly
proportional to the incidence of rogue prions. The cause still stood yet
unknown, but nonetheless the coincidence couldn't be ignored. Later
studies promptly identiﬁed the sun as the cause. And so, the people
were told:
Avoid exposure to sunlight. Stay inside while the sun is out as much
as you can manage. Limit exposure to outside sources of light as much as
possible and try to only exit establishments at night.
When the aﬄicted zoologist succumbed to the condition, his body
was almost entirely crystallized beyond the shoulder. Although many
victims of Cuvier syndrome usually die of multiple organ failure, the
disease does not stop developing until it invades and crystallizes the
heart. Thus, victims typically spend the last days of their lives trembling
with fear as they gradually turn to crystal, watching their bodies change
before their eyes as death's footsteps draw ever near. The zoologist,
exhausted by the experiments and inspections and futile treatments
that he was subjected to, placed the pistol between his paralyzed jaw
and left shoulder with the muzzle in his ear, tied a string to the trigger,
and ended his life by pulling it with his teeth.
By that time, this blight upon humanity had been named: Cuvier
syndrome. Marie Margot Cuvier, a French medical specialist, became its
namesake. To this day she continued her research vigorously and has
actively collaborated with scientists from various ﬁelds to prove the
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causal relationship between sunspots and the onset of the
crystallization phenomenon.
When sunspots "activate", the amount of electromagnetic waves that
the sun continually emanates vastly increases and in doing so ﬂuctuates
the concentrations of various particles contained in all types of
sunlight. It's inferred that the prions causing crystallization may be
generated by this increased electromagnetic wave, or perhaps by a
combination of radiation or ultraviolet light altered by it. Cuvier
compiled this reasoning as a hypothesis, presenting it as a
comprehensive study accounting for a sizable number of cases collected
thus far.
Kazuki looked at the portrait of Madame Cuvier that was posted
on the article. The photograph was taken when the crystallization
phenomenon had not yet been named. In it she stands before her
research team, mouth pinched ﬁrmly shut in a straight line. Her hands
were hidden in the pockets of her white lab coat, her chestnut hair
gathered neatly behind her head. Her gaze was aimed directly towards
the camera, staring with sharp eyes at something behind the lens. In
contrast to the rest of the male-dominated team, who stood wide-eyed
and closely to another like prey animals in the presence of an owl or a
hawk, she was positioned at the front with a dominant posture, her
strong eyes and tempered expression suggesting a powerful aura only
beﬁtting of a steadfast commander.
Many years have passed since then. This picture was taken 18 years
before Kazuki was born, who is now 26 years old. When Cuvier began
her work on the study of the disease, she was a budding medical doctor
in her early thirties. According to the press, she remained at the helm
of the disease research. In spite of Kazuki's credits to his name, being
an A-Rank cognitive technician with ﬁrst-class citizenship who lived
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beneath an SPF dome, he knew quite well that she was leagues beyond
him in her accolades.
Kazuki swapped out the tablet in favor of a simple data reader,
then inserted a USB stick from his clutch bag. The video playback
software loaded automatically, beginning to read its contents. It showed
someone smiling through a window—his former classmate. He'd lost
count of how many times he came back to this video call with Shin.
Taking note of his painfully mechanical replies, he couldn't hope to
recall what was going through his mind back then. Delicate like a
ﬂower, Shin's face was no diﬀerent than Kazuki’s lover's, whose death
had occurred three months prior, yet he spoke with the voice of a man.
The resemblance he bore to Kei was eerie at best, but by no means
nightmarish. Indeed, Kei had been dead for three months at this point.
There was nothing left of her after she leapt in front of an oncoming
train—yet Shin paid no mind to the tragedy, grinning without a care in
the world. Try as he might, Kazuki had long accepted that there was no
way to understand Shin's behavior, yet nonetheless he still sat there,
transﬁxed, in futile attempt of decoding his signature grin. After long
enough, he gathered the courage to type a replay command into the
terminal.
Shin began with a personal greeting, a cordial reminder of their
college days, and then, a job request: that of a wealthy client with a
rather troublesome psychological condition. He all but pleaded for
Kazuki's correspondence, embellishing the perks from an academic
point of view. Meanwhile, the patient's information was sent to the
terminal, with a length when printed equivalent to that of a small
paperback volume.
The client's identity, age, and gender were all undisclosed to Kazuki,
who had not yet oﬃcially accepted the endeavor. Severe symptoms of
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social withdrawal, depersonalization, and onsets of sudden panic were
observed, along with delusional behavior suggesting the presence of
schizophrenia or DID. The actual ﬁle of the client was buried beneath
the immense registry of symptoms, which seemed to bear nearly every
psychological malady known to man. Many observations of the client,
too, seemed to contradict one another. Kazuki read the report all the
way through, but in the end, not even he could describe what the
patient—no, his client—was suﬀering from.
Internally he scolded himself, knowing he should have refused. It
wasn't unlike Shin to take advantage of his friend—or, in truthful
terms, his former friend—in such volatile times, no less when he was in
a depressive slump following the news of his sister's death. The last
thing the cognitive technician needed was more responsibility on his
hands; he could have avoided this if only he had politely refused.
Nonetheless, after receiving an airline ticket Kazuki packed his bags
the next day and boarded the shuttle without a second thought, just as
instructed. He felt no need to ask why. For all he knew or cared, Shin
was in dire need of his expertise, and that was that.
"My brother is the devil."
Or so Kei had so often said. Kazuki hated to violate her wishes, but
at this point, he was powerless to change what was already arranged.
When it was her brother making the orders, he knew there was nothing
he could do but obey.
Shin's words from that time spun in his head, blunt and garish like
the bright chat interface. They never planned to meet again, and Kazuki
wanted him nowhere in his sight.
The video was coming close to reaching its third replay. Averting his
tired eyes, Kazuki pulled out the memory stick and put the tablet away.
The old lady beside him pulled her lap blanket up to her shoulder,
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gently snoring. Kazuki reached for his own blanket and folded it up,
then put it aside. He spread his hands on his lap and folded his arms
over his stomach. Darkness fell over him the moment he closed his
eyes. Somewhere, beyond the faint hum of the shuttle's engine,
Mozart's string quartet was rising like a spire of divine light.
ओं मिणपद्मे हूं
There was something odd about the small airport on the outskirts of
New York—something oﬀ about its atmosphere that Kazuki couldn't
place no matter how hard he tried. As he approached the gate with his
luggage, he was relieved to suddenly realize that none of the
annoyances of foreign travel, like customs and passport presentation,
bothered him during the lengthy ﬂight.
But, that wasn't all. As other travelers rushed in line to the take-oﬀ
and landing gates, he was casually separated from the throng, taken to
an inconspicuous runway in the corner of the airport. It was only when
he saw several black-suited men standing there in silence that Kazuki
realized they'd been following in his shadow all the way from
Melbourne. Their gazes drilled into him, expressionless, more like that
of iron-willed guards than escorts. Kazuki could feel himself tense up.
Frustration overtook him in a matter of seconds, for it ﬁnally clicked
that he was trapped in their hands, like a mosquito caught in amber.
"Hey, where are you taking me?" he shouted. The panic was
mounting in his voice. "What the hell are you doing?"
Amid the scuﬄe, Kazuki could ascertain bits and pieces of their
words. He'd heard that there was a hospital in New York that wished to
use Kazuki's expertise to address one of their clients' needs. He took
notice of a small stealth aircraft hidden on the runway he was brought
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to. The ramp lowered; a man gowned in similar attire stood at its side,
blankly staring ahead.
"Calm down, sir," said one of the men. Kazuki picked up the lilt of
his faint southern accent despite his lack of intonation. "For the sake of
conﬁdentiality, we are not permitted to disclose your ﬁnal destination.
We will remain there with you until your arrival. We are representatives
of the state and guarantee your safety."
With a frustrated grunt, Kazuki resigned himself, aware that his
struggle was futile, and stepped back. "I came this far in response to my
friend's invitation," Kazuki started. "His name is Shin. Where is he?
Don't tell me you government shills are with him, are you?"
"Shin Minase is a staﬀ member on the project that we are aﬃliated
with. He was the one who chose you, and a preliminary investigation
determined that you were the best qualiﬁed person for this task. If what
you're telling us is the truth, consider that he told you in his own words
what we have just explained."
"I was… Chosen?" Frantically, Kazuki looked from left to right. It
couldn't be. There wasn't a single other person in sight; he knew he was
too far away to call for help. No one would be able to hear him, and
even if the scene got caught by the airport's surveillance system,
nothing was likely to happen.
Kazuki swore, struggling to raise his arms. They were restrained by
the men around him, and his hands could hardly reach out more than a
few centimeters. The men were fast—too fast, quick enough that Kazuki
was disoriented by their rapid movements.
"I said be quiet," one growled in his ear. The minty fragrance of gel in
his styled hair assailed Kazuki's nose. "It's no use to resist, both for us
and for you, especially with you in such a condition."
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The man shoved a hand into the pocket of Kazuki's jacket. The only
thing that was inside seemed to be a portable music player. He tossed it
to one of the other men. The subordinate deftly caught it, turned it over
a couple times, pulled out the attached earphones, and touched a
switch hidden on its frame. Immediately, a pair of electrodes popped
out from the ends of the device, pale waves of electricity running along
their lengths.
"I'm afraid we can't allow you to bring this on the ﬂight," the man
smoothly spoke. "It's dangerous and completely useless. Did you think
you could really ﬁght back using this taser?"
Kazuki didn't respond. He was drenched, his sweat suddenly ice cold
against his skin, not from humiliation or anger but from fear. Suddenly,
he was hyper aware of the knowledge that the man's mildly ﬁrm grip
on his arm could, in fact, easily twist his neck at any time.
"...Fine. I'll do what I must."
"So, come along with us. You can go the easy way or the hard way.
When you arrive, your friend Shin will explain the rest. No more, no
less."
"I hate this. I hope you know I'm only going along with what you're
saying so you'll let me oﬀ the hook," Kazuki spat. "I never agreed to go
with you. Let me go already."
"Well, you clearly don't know what's best for yourself. Give it up."
The suited man gave a dismissive wave. Kazuki squirmed under the
man's grasp, desperately scrambling for an opening, but his iron grip
overcame the power of his own body. Before he could protest, however,
he felt something cold press against his neck—a hypodermic needle. In
an instant his vision began to cloud, the strength rapidly ebbing from
his feeble form. It was almost as if he were melting, his body no longer
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possessing the means to support itself; as if he could be sculpted and
pulled with one's bare hands.
Son of a bitch, Kazuki silently cursed. Son of a god-damned, good-fornothing bitch.
The last of Kazuki's consciousness broke away as he was dragged up
the narrow ramp, the framework of reality crumbling apart all around
him.
The low hum of an air conditioning unit hummed on and on like a
deep, monotonous bass.
Kazuki was slowly coming out from the anaesthesia-induced trance.
He was mildly surprised to ﬁnd that his awakening was quite pleasant,
unlike recovering from similar sorts of drugs—there was no headache,
no nausea, no disorientation or lightheadedness. It was more akin to
waking up from a good night's sleep, lucid and full of energy.
Gingerly he sat up, rising from the bed. The bed wouldn't look out of
place in a hospital, he thought, with its stainless, immaculate steel
frame and a side table of the same fashion, which was stacked with a
fresh, warm meal.
He looked around the room from his place on the mattress.
Everything was white, devoid of decoration—like the bed, reminiscent
of a dreary hospital room. Kazuki took notice of his new outﬁt,
somehow having been changed into a loose blue top and pants not
unlike pajamas. The clothes he wore earlier were properly ironed,
folded on the wall over a hanger. His luggage, on the other hand, was
neatly placed at the foot of the bed, bearing no visible signs of having
been tampered with.
There were no windows in the room aside from what appeared to be
a wide LCD screen. Currently, it was lit up with a video of a
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magniﬁcent outcropping reminiscent of the Grand Canyon. A ﬁeld of
yellow ﬂowers was seen blooming in the background. Birds could be
heard singing, almost as if in sync with the drone of the air conditioner.
Granted, it was almost certainly pre-recorded, just like the display on
the screen.
Guess they didn't want to make me too uncomfortable, Kazuki placidly
thought. As a cognitive technician, inferring others' intent was second
nature to him, almost like reading a book.
Turning over, he reached to the bedside table, opening the container
that sat atop. Inside, there was a cup of steaming chicken soup, ham
steak, a block of cheese, a bowl of tomato and salmon salad, croissants,
and sliced rye bread lined up each in their own compartment of the
tray, in similar fashion to an in-ﬂight meal. It, too, came with an
insulated pot on the side. He tentatively tilted it over a cup, scalding
black coﬀee cascading from one of its two spouts. The spout on the
other end poured cool, smooth orange juice.
Just what I needed, Kazuki internally remarked, a cynical edge to the
thought. His throat was parched. He drank the cold orange juice all at
once, then turned to the coﬀee, which sent a pleasant warmth coursing
through his body. It was only when his thirst subsided that his hunger
reared its head. After waiting some time to aﬃrm that the beverages
didn't make him ill, Kazuki, of course, began to dig in.
The food was nothing short of exquisite. A meal of such high
quantity and quality was rare in a world ravaged by Cuvier syndrome.
The ingredients were all real, no doubt: the chicken tasted like chicken,
the ham tasted like ham, the tomato tasted just like tomato should.
Kazuki rolled his shoulders, enjoying the crisp texture of the
croissant and the feeling of the creamy—real—butter on his tongue.
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Ever since the sunlight began to harbor disease, the world's agriculture
industry had been all but vanquished.
Although the more developed countries of the world still continue to
produce livestock, vegetables, and grain products underground or in
facilities that block the sunlight, it comes as no surprise that no matter
how large the facilities are built, none can produce enough to sate the
world's population. To counteract this, the majority of middle-class
citizens rely on cloned industrial products such as meat and vegetables,
and synthetic protein-based alternatives.
It had been quite some time since Kazuki treated himself to a meal
made with all real ingredients. Whether they'd been cloned or
artiﬁcially grown was no matter, for there was no doubt that these were
real meats and vegetables. The questions continued to spiral in his
mind. Was this place part of a production facility, or did the "nation" from
which the men in black hailed have a role in this?
As he ﬁnished the last of his meal, something of a dialup tone began
to ring. He must have been being watched—that meant that there were
cameras planted somewhere in the room, unseen to his naked eye.
Shoving the last piece of bread into his mouth, Kazuki uttered an
indistinct "who's there?" between purposefully slow chews.
The canyon landscape on the screen faded to black, a familiar
grinning visage taking its place. A lump formed in Kazuki's throat. He
choked on the bread.
"Long time no see, Kazuki."
The words ﬂowed gracefully from Shin's lips. His voice was light and
airy, no diﬀerent than it was at their ﬁnal encounter on the university
campus. His black eyes shone expectantly bright and clear, unsullied, as
though his twin sister's life had never been cut short.
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"My, I apologize on behalf of the rudeness of my messenger. Civil
servants are quite the curious breed, I'm sure you know. They know
nothing of the world besides paperwork and heeding orders...Well, I
can only hope that little scuﬄe didn't bother you too much."
"At least I had a good meal, I guess," Kazuki snarkily replied,
gesturing to the empty dishes. "So, why'd you bring me out here?
You've been so vague about everything. I have no idea what's going on
other than that there's some 'untreatable' patient in New York who
needs my help, or whatever it was that you were getting at."
"You're not wrong at all, I'll have you know. I just had to play up
some aspects of our situation at hand to properly get your attention,
that's all. I'm certain you're aware this is a gravely conﬁdential matter."
Shin was playing with something in his hands as he spoke—a
shining black sphere seemingly made of polished stone or metal, small
enough to ﬁt in the palm of one's hand. Allowing it to glide down his
opposite arm to the back of his hand before nimbly clenching it in his
ﬁst, he continued, "You act as though you were forced to participate in
this endeavor, when in reality, it was I. In your case, you've been
assigned an invaluable task. Not even I am privy to the exact details of
your duty, so you may consider maintaining this secrecy for your own
sake." Shin twirled the sphere around his slender ﬁngers. "Indeed, there
is a patient here—or, as you would say, a client—who requires your
assistance. We've listed countless psychologists, psychiatrists,
psychoanalysts, and numerous other such professionals to this patient's
aide, though not one has proved capable of bearing the burden. The
only merit they've succeeded in has been failure. It may very well be
impossible to treat this psychic, Kazuki, if not for a cognitive technician
like you."
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"Wait, a psychic?" Kazuki maintained his watchful front, but he
couldn't manage to veil his surprise. "Do you mean...The case you sent
me earlier? What is it about this client that is so dangerous?
Kazuki was deemed an A-Rank cognitive technician from a young
age on account of his empathy, which allowed him to experience any
client's thoughts as though they were his own. As a result, he was able
to explore his clients' consciousness, in a sense, by permeating their
thoughts with his own in such a way that could curb even the most
troublesome of clients' defensive mechanisms. Rarely did clients react
to treatment in such a violent way, but something told Kazuki that this
case very well might break the trend.
"As a matter of fact...I probably shouldn't be telling you this, but four
of our workers have failed so far." Shin stopped playing with the sphere
and gave a sharp shrug. "A skilled psychologist, a psychiatrist, a
psychoanalyst, and a cognitive technician just like you. They all ﬂunked
out. Would you like to know what became of them?"
Shin waited a few moments for Kazuki's reply, but the latter refused
to open his mouth. "Well, one of the four died instantly," he suddenly
continued. "The other three slipped into a coma, still unconscious to
this very day. One of those, for that matter, went completely mad."
Kazuki fell silent. Shin's expression indicated no trace of emotion as
he continued to maneuver the sphere.
"...Of course, our treatment and analysis of them still continues." He
paused again to observe Kazuki's reaction then went on. "That aside,
we've found that communication with her can be employed on a
nonverbal basis. Her words—the word of God—are simply too much
for the fragile hardware of the human brain. So, as your empathy can
do, perhaps you'd be so inclined as to visualize her spirit as a landscape
of sorts, then go on to analyze the details piece by piece."
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"...What are you insinuating?"
Kazuki could feel a migraine coming on. It was a dull, throbbing
pain that pierced his temples, not present when the anesthesia wore oﬀ,
that pulsed behind his eyes. He staggered, impulsively groping to the
side table for his medication—the medication that suppressed his
sudden bursts of psychic ability.
"Shame, we had to conﬁscate your suppressant pills." Shin ogled
Kazuki's shuddering movements, a hint of feigned guilt to his tone.
"We've employed you here as a cognitive technician with a powerful
arsenal of skills. We can't aﬀord to dilute your abilities, for the sake of
your performance."
"I need those, you asshole!" Kazuki roared, ripping his jacket from
the wall. He desperately searched the inner pocket to no avail; it was
gone. The pill case that always remained there had vanished, leaving
only a thin aluminum case ﬁlled with his own garish business cards.
"I'll do anything, please, just give them back! Please, I can't function
without them..."
"That's entirely on you for arranging to come here in the ﬁrst place.
This was part of our agreement," Shin laughed.
Kazuki's words caught in his throat. His mouth hung open, ready to
argue, but nothing came. It was no use.
Shin only shook his head, his lips twisted into a cruel grin, passing
the black orb back and forth all the while. After a long silence, Kazuki
fell down on the bed again, his body wracked with exhaustion.
"I..." Kazuki coughed, his voice tired and low. "What do you want
from me, Shin?"
"Nothing more than what you have to say, Kaz."
Kei.
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She was a lonely, frightened girl who trembled like a chick that fell
from its nest.
It was only 3 months ago that she was alive, living a quiet life within
the city bounds. Kazuki was in his oﬃce waiting on another client
when he learned of her suicide from the news.
He cancelled the client's reservation on the spot and rushed to the
scene, but by the time he arrived, there was nothing left of her. The
crushed remains of her body had long been cleaned up, leaving not so
much as a trace of her blood behind. The station's broadcast reported
travel delays due to civilian injury, resounding over the tired faces of
commuters waiting for the next train, uncertain of when it would
ﬁnally come.
Few bothered to attend Kei's funeral. She had no other relatives
other than Shin, her twin brother. She had hardly any friends, and her
parents had died quite early in her brief life.
It was a lonely funeral. The casket containing her mutilated body
remained unopened, which was buried in an old-fashioned grave,
reserved only for the wealthy.
"I take it you knew the person who died, no?"
Kazuki stood still before the grave as he watched black soil cascade
over the coﬃn and a single bouquet resting on top of its lid. Notes of a
stranger's voice carried over his shoulder.
"Well, maybe we can help. I know just the right guys for you." He
handed Kazuki a business card.
He was a salesman from a prominent biotechnology company
regarded for its cloning and gene regeneration techniques. Kazuki
didn't know what to think. What could the meaningless little slip of
paper in his hands do to compensate for her death?
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"As you may know, the late Ms. Kei Minase was a designer child with
ties to the Solid Tech Corporation. Our company has signed a special
agreement with Solid Tech, stating that if the consent of the bereaved is
obtained, we are permitted to reproduce identical copies of the late
designer child. Of course, the memory and personality of she and the
copy will diﬀer, so don't confuse this process with resuscitation. At the
very least, you'll have someone who looks just like her to spend time
with."
That was all Kazuki needed to hear. At a second's notice he was
shouting at the salesman until his voice cracked, ﬁsts raining upon his
unsuspecting body. Someone struggled to hold Kazuki back from
behind. The man fell to the ground sharply on his head, a shrill howl of
pain sounding from him as Kazuki continued his assault. The black suit
that Kazuki wore to the funeral was covered with grime; red rose petals
from the funeral wreath clung to his collar like dashes of blood.
When he ﬁnally drew back from the battered man, he felt his spine
prickle, caught by someone's gaze. He turned around, met with a face
identical to Kei's. It was her older brother, Shin.
He was laughing.
The two men stood there, face to face: one distraught over the death
of his beloved, the other the very devil from whom she ﬂed—the devil
who bore the same beautiful face as she, twisted as it was into a cruel,
unfeeling grin.
"What a shame, Kazuki," he mused in his light, melodious voice.
"You were always a little too close with my sister... Oh, and look how
that turned out. The poor thing went oﬀ and killed herself, and not
even you, her sweetheart, her therapist could do a thing to stop her!
Perhaps, dare I say, now that she's out of the way you and I could ﬁnally
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have a nice talk and catch up on all these past years. Maybe in the
future you'll even hook up with another one of your clients..!"
Kazuki gawked at him, revolted at the sight of those vile words
spoken by Kei's mouth.
He stormed oﬀ without another word, raucous laughter following
him from behind. He boarded a taxi the way back, at which the
moment he set foot in his home he crumpled to the ground, his
stomach empty, his esophagus stinging with the taste of acid as he
yearned for the sight of Kei's pale, soft smile. Yet no matter how hard
he tried, the memory of her remained tantalizingly out of reach, only to
be distorted into her brother's mocking leer. Kazuki knelt where he
was, smeared with dirt and tears and vomit, and wailed until his voice
gave out.
It wasn't long after that his struggles began to show in his work.
Psychiatrists and cognitive technicians shared many qualities alike,
their main deﬁning diﬀerence pertaining to how their patients are
treated. Typically, psychiatrists counsel their patients and relieve their
symptoms by administering psychotropic and antidepressant drugs to
promote a healthier social life. However, cognitive technicians take a
more direct approach to their practice, by assessing the root of the
cause and manipulating the patient's psyche itself. Treatment of this
sort may entail deleting or adding certain elements of the psyche in
order to restore the patient's conscience to a less abnormal state. A
psychiatrist might be likened to a physician of the mind, where in the
same terms a cognitive technician would be a surgeon.
In recent times, as the profession had emerged, cognitive technology
had grown into quite the lucrative ﬁeld. Many cognitive technicians
have earned fortunes by signing with big players in the medical world,
while others operate independently and take on smaller jobs, like
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removing insigniﬁcant, unwanted memories in exchange for a
manageable fee. Kazuki himself despised such uses of this practice,
deeming them a pursuit of personal gain, and only accepted clients
who were referred by ordinary psychiatrists, determined unable to be
treated with traditional counseling. His history of cases was extensive,
encompassing people with eating disorders, soldiers suﬀering from
post-traumatic stress, and survivors of childhood abuse, only to name a
few. Thanks to his care and guidance, his past clients have all healed
from their psychological wounds.
When cognitive technicians come into direct contact with a client's
psyche, it's crucial that their own mentality remains absolutely calm
and objective, impervious to the client's unstable condition. This
technique forges a barrier, so to speak, between the two conﬂicting
spirits. These were the ﬁrst skills that Kazuki lost. He forgot how to
control everything—even his hyper empathy that his psychic sense
relied on.
Rapidly, his ability to meld with the emotions and memories of
others began to wane following Kei's untimely death. His sociability
began to decline, too. Vulnerable to the toxicity that followed in his
shadow, his unyielding empathy became the very thing that poisoned
his heart. Even the slightest contact with his clients proved to be too
much. During his own therapeutic sessions he began to deteriorate into
sobbing ﬁts, unable to withstand the pressure of his clients' psyches,
begging to cease the connection and end the pain.
There was something cruelly ironic about the fact that cognitive
technicians are incapable of treating their own minds. Kazuki's
empathy only served to further exacerbate his predicament.
His fellow technicians were stumped, unable to navigate his puzzling
condition. Kazuki's empathetic spirit was far more intricate than that of
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a normal client, too delicate to be handled without potentially
destroying his spirit itself. Kazuki himself was cognizant of his frail
mental state, helpless to do a thing about it. Eventually, it came to the
point at which he ﬁled a request for inﬁnite sabbatical to his guild
master, which was accepted with haste.
There are things in this world, like absinthe made from sagebrush,
that are known to be poisonous yet still succeed to tickle the fancies of
the mind—ghostly temptations lingering tantalizingly out of reach. The
same could be said for what Kazuki was experiencing: an unhealthy
attachment to the woes of his past, making pleasure out of pain,
conscious as he was that his heart was in the wrong.
He led himself into a labyrinth of regret and delusion, prepared to
meet death with a smile, like a virgin bracing herself for her own
sacriﬁce. It came to a point at which he found himself deriving a
twisted sense of satisfaction from the psychological wounds that came
of his own self-inﬂicted punishment.
Kazuki allowed himself to be taken where the meandering rapids of
his life would bring him, drunken and numb from the misfortunes of
his life. Soon, he stopped going out of the house and discarded his
empathic suppressors. He had reduced himself to a shell of a man
incapable of anything more than moving from his bedroom to the
kitchen.
A fate such as this was any cognitive technician's worst nightmare.
Employed cognitive technicians are psychologically manipulated to an
acute extent as a precaution that would prevent them from committing
suicide under these circumstances. Thanks to that, he didn't die or fall
ill due to hunger, but the fact remained that his life was still barely
hanging on by a string. He spent 18 hours a day in bed, and dedicated
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the remaining 6 to fulﬁlling mindless chores and ruminating over the
woes of his past.
If there was anything he had going for him, it was that at least he
didn't stoop so low as to occupy himself with illegal narcotics, for the
memory of Kei's death gave him a high more potent than that of any
drug. He came to realize that from the moment they had met to when
they had begun their illicit aﬀair he had committed a grave sin, and his
powerlessness against her death was his penance.
—It's almost like I'm the one who killed her, he thought.
He remembered, plain as day, how her dark, wide eyes brimmed
with tears the last day they had met.
"Be careful around my brother," she said. "He's the devil himself, and
I'm powerless against him. If he wills me, the only thing I can do is obey. So
please, if anything ever happens to me, I don't want you to go after me
because he'll go after you, too. Save yourself instead while you still can. You
are my world, Kazuki, and the only thing I want is for you to be safe."
What was it that Kei had been warning him against all this time? She
was gone now and he would never know, not for the rest of his life.
Regardless of what it was, in the end, he failed to heed her warning.
He gazed into the eyes of the grinning face displayed on the monitor in
front of the bed—the face that unshakably resembled hers, down to the
most minute of features. It was Shin.
"Save yourself, Kazuki..."
I might as well be spitting on her grave right now, huh? Kazuki thought
grimly, while deigning to respond to Shin's chipper voice, like a soulless
machine.
ओं मिणपद्मे हूं
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"...Now, Kazuki, it'd be nice if I could come meet up with you, but
I'm afraid I can't wander any further than I already have from my own
task at hand. I'll have you come to me instead. Fret not, I'm closer to
you than you might think. Take a look inside that table over there and
let the nav take care of the rest. I'm sure you'll get the hang of it right
away."
When Kazuki opened the drawer of the side table as he was
instructed, he was greeted by a thin, transparent plate. It hummed to
life the moment he picked it up, glowing with a drawn map of the
facility and a red dot for his location. Once he got a feel for the
interface, he stood up and dressed himself in his proper clothes.
He exited the room, plate in hand. The corridors were still and
white, not unlike the quiet atmosphere of a hospital. A few men and
women gowned in white coats passed him by, walking slowly while
speaking in hushed voices. For all Kazuki knew, there was no way to
tell whether or not they were doctors. The plate clutched at his side and
his casual jacket made him the unanimous center of attention,
attracting glances of curiosity, suspicion, vigilance, and intent that he
couldn't place. From the way the employees here conducted themselves,
he couldn't help but wonder if the facility bore some sort of national
secret.
Alright, let's get on with this. Impatiently, he swiped at the electronic
display. Shin was currently one level below the east side of Kazuki's, or
so the device said. He hastily headed in the direction of the blue dot
representing Shin.
The navigation plate was able to display two types of maps: a bird'seye view of each level and a ﬂoor plan in which the entire facility was
split vertically. As he walked, Kazuki toggled between either view
several times to get a general idea of the layout of the facility.
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Apparently, it was built around a single large, high dome. There were
separate smaller facilities built around its perimeter. From the side, it
appeared as though a giant egg were protruding from the ground. It
was a bizarre look for a mere hospital or research facility.
"Save yourself, Kazuki..."
He reluctantly boarded the elevator, bristling with the echo of the
memory.
It took longer than he expected to move so much as one level. Once
the elevator stopped and his foot touched the ground below, he froze in
his tracks.
Jagged scratch marks ran along the otherwise immaculate wall
before him. He edged closer, brushing his ﬁngertips against the surface.
The scratches seemed to have been ﬁlled with cement and painted over,
yet they were no less glaringly obvious than if they were left untreated.
Upon closer inspection, there were even more tell-tale signs of
damage. The wall, ﬂoor, and ceiling, too, were ever so slightly marred,
similar scars criss-crossed atop the surface like veins bulging beneath
ﬂesh.
Kazuki looked down at the navigation plate, an ominous twinge
overtaking his senses. Shin was nearby.
He switched to the overhead view. The glowing blue dot
continuously blinked, beckoning him near. His chest heaved with each
step he took, his heart practically threatening to burst.
The blue dot was starting to move.
Shin.
The man with Kei's face; the elder brother to Kei; the very devil who
haunted her every waking moment, who pushed her to the brink.
The door opened.
"Why, hello there."
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Standing right before a row of sunlit windows on the wall was the
same smiling man he had seen three months ago.
"I'm so glad you came, Kazuki. I've been waiting so long...Truly, I
don't know if I could've kept up any longer."
"Shin..."
The sight of his face in the ﬂesh, no longer separated by a digital
screen, brought several memories and emotions boiling to the surface
of Kazuki's mind. Overwhelmed, he wanted nothing more than to yell
and swear at him, to beat him until he couldn't move—but when he
saw Kei's face in him alive and smiling, those unwanted emotions
evaporated in an instant like a drop of water on a burning iron stove.
In a ﬂuid, graceful movement, Shin slipped down from the stool on
which he sat and came close to Kazuki, extending his hand in greeting.
"Again, I'm terribly sorry for the trouble you may have experienced
at the hands of our recruiters, and for the discretion we took in
carrying out this operation. But indeed, it's true: there is a patient here
within our care who can only be helped by you. I can only hope you'll
understand—you're the important one here. I'm just a staﬀ member,
after all."
"...And, where's this client you keep mentioning?" Kazuki bluntly
said in reply, ignoring Shin's outstretched hand. He couldn't help
feeling guilty, but he knew that his safety took priority now more than
ever.
The identical twins were very similar in their physical appearance,
with the exception of certain traits such as in their hands. Shin's were
pale and supple with well-shaped nails, slightly longer and larger than
Kei's.
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"Just around the corner, as a matter of fact. I think it'd be best that
you ﬁrst see her in person."
Shin didn't seem to mind the unfriendly gesture. With a brief shrug,
he beckoned Kazuki to the back of the room, near a large window.
Kazuki cautiously followed in suit like a beast approaching a blazing
ﬁre, looking where Shin directed.
For that moment, he was at an utter loss for words.
"Is...Is that a child?" Kazuki stammered out, struggling to register the
sight before him. "She's so small...Hey, what's that on the ceiling—is
that a window? And this isn't artiﬁcial light, it's real, right?"
Like most humans born after the emergence of Cuvier syndrome,
Kazuki instinctively leapt out of the light that ﬂowed from the window.
The fear of infection crept up his back. He pictured his unprotected
ﬂesh crystallizing, hard and transparent like a glass sculpture—
"Why the hell are you guys leaving such a small child in a closed
room, exposed to sunlight? No, don't tell me—you're using her as a
guinea pig, aren't you?"
"Of course not," Shin softly replied, putting his hand on the window.
"Sure, it may be sunlight, but it's harmless to her. If anything, she enjoys
it. But really, get a hold of yourself and look closer. That window has a
special UV-deterrent ﬁnish. Even if you happen to come in contact
with the light, it'll take much more exposure in order for crystallization
to begin."
Kazuki silently fumed, but willed himself to come closer and peer
through the glass.
Unlike what he'd previously seen of the facility, the holding chamber
looked nothing like what might be found in a hospital.
It was as if there were a small tropical jungle inside. Dark, wild trees
and brightly colored ﬂowers were in full bloom all around the large,
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circular room. The walls and ﬂoors were not plain white plastic, instead
adorned with beautiful cobblestones and bizarre carved spires that
erupted from the ground. The stones were all engraved with strange
patterns and the forms of human bodies locked in battle, sparring
hand-to-hand and toting spears; some, however, enjoyed celebratory
toasts alongside a tremendous feast. The sight of joyously embracing
men and women made Kazuki involuntarily grit his teeth, the taste of
blood spreading in the back of his mouth.
The decorations heavily resembled those of Angkor Wat, an ancient
Hindu temple renowned for its elaborate depictions of scenes of
mythos and ancient gods. The bluish black marble, stone plaster, and
red jasper from which they were carved stuck out against the deep
green trees and ﬂowers; their limbs elegantly pulled back bows, frozen
in time with their lips, forever curved into pleasant smiles.
At the center was one lone little girl, dancing slowly by herself.
Kazuki struggled to discern her age—an elegant child with a mature
face, she couldn't have been more than four or ﬁve years old. With the
discipline of a skilled dancer, she turned the hem of her pure white
one-piece dress in time with her movements, basking in the sunshine
that spilled out from the skylight.
The sight was hypnotic, drawing Kazuki into the enthralling display.
The sunlight gathered around her like a glimmering halo, her
movements as smooth and elegant as ever, as if she were moving in
slow motion. Each time her small hands shook and her bare feet
touched the ground, petals of reds and purples, of whites and yellows
fell from above, raining on her sleek black hair. The cobblestones were
already buried beneath bright heaps of color, and every time the little
girl's foot stepped on a petal, the colors of the ﬂowers spread over her
soles like blood.
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"That little kid...What's she doing here?"
"Why, that's your client, Kazuki."
Kazuki unconsciously cocked a brow to Shin's jeering tone, feeling
himself bristle with frustration.
"Anyhow, I think you've seen enough for now. Let's wait until she
begins exhibiting symptoms; it'll do you a lot better to observe what
happens before you get an explanation."
"Huh? What do you mean, are you going to introduce me to her?"
The idea of introducing himself to a ﬁve-year-old girl with neurotic
symptoms struck Kazuki as odd, but he knew he must do what was
necessary for his job as a cognitive technician.
Shin ﬂashed a conniving grin. "I'm sorry to burst your bubble, but
she isn't aware of you right now. Don't get ahead of yourself." He had
already begun to walk down the hall before Kazuki had a chance to
interject, beckoning him towards the elevator.
Shin slid the ID card hanging from his neck through a slot on its
panel and set it on its way, diﬀerent from the course Kazuki took to
arrive. Its descent took even longer than before. When it ﬁnally arrived,
Kazuki took note of the landing. It was spacious yet felt quite the
opposite, instilling him with a sense of stiﬂing unease. There were no
doors or windows, only a vast, open space.
It didn't take long for Kazuki to notice that, like the last level, the
walls here were evidently doctored—more so, in fact. Some areas
seemed to have been repainted twice or even three times over. Every so
often a blue tarp clung to the wall, crudely contrasting with the smooth,
white surface like patches of blisters springing forth from diseased
ﬂesh.
"Wait, where'd the door go?" Kazuki asked, a hint of fear to his voice.
"Where did she go, for that matter? What is this place?"
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"Ah, just wait and see. It looks like our little goddess has something
to say." With a cheerful shrug of his shoulders, disregarding Kazuki's
aﬀronted grimace, he called out to the void. "Sera, can you hear me? It's
me, Shin!"
An uncomfortable silence fell over the room...
And suddenly, there was a door right in front of Kazuki. It was a
thick, metal one not unlike the elevator, equipped with a card
authentication system. Kazuki blinked, rubbing his eyes.
Gingerly, he stepped closer and touched it with his trembling hands.
The door was undoubtedly real. Hardly ﬁve seconds ago it was just a
plain wall. His eyes hadn't left that wall from the moment he stepped
out of the elevator, he was sure of it.
Could this have been the work of a hologram projector?
"Can't believe your eyes? I assure you, this is all perfectly real.
Indeed, there was no door here earlier, but there is now," Shin
chuckled, as if he'd read Kazuki's mind. "Now, let's hurry in while she's
still in the right mood." He swiped his card into the slot and entered his
password as though nothing out of the ordinary had happened.
Staring into nothingness while Shin worked away, a strange,
dreamlike sensation ﬂowed into Kazuki that clouded his senses, one
that he couldn't place no matter how hard he tried.
The console emitted an aﬃrmative chime, at which the door silently
opened. Shin was the ﬁrst to enter, impatiently beckoning to Kazuki.
"Come now, don't just stand there. She hasn't recognized you yet. If you
don't go through quickly enough, the door will close and you'll be left
behind. Oh, and for that record, the skylight should be shut by now if
that's what has you so hesitant."
She hasn't recognized me?
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Shin's ominous words hung heavy in Kazuki's head as he followed
suit, passing through moments before the door disappeared behind
him.
The pungent scent of the forest enveloped Kazuki with its suﬀocating
warmth, hot and heavy like the interior of a sauna. The cobblestones
beneath his feet were blanketed with thick layers of moss, beﬁtting the
image of an ethereal ancient temple. White and pale blue ﬂowered
weeds bloomed from the cracks beneath the stones.
Eventually, the path dissolved into a thin, crystal-clear stream,
punctuated here and there by more of the stones peeking through its
surface which seemed to serve as a natural bridge. The water softly
lapped at the opposite edge of the shore, iridescent droplets raining
down upon the grasses that swayed upon the land. Kazuki clumsily
staggered about in his stupor, a gasp of surprise leaving his lips as his
hand brushed against one of the stone monuments. The stone was
completely solid to the touch—it was real, not a hologram or concrete
or plastic. Undoubtedly, this must have been the work of someone, be it
an artifact from the hands of an ancient people or the elaborate
handiwork of a modern craftsman. But, why was it here of all places?
"Oh, Sera." Shin embraced the young girl, who rushed right into his
arms.
She looked much smaller and younger than when the two saw her
from above. No longer occupied by her archaic dance, she had lost her
mysterious charm—now, she was just an innocent little girl, her ﬁnger
resting on her face and her clear black eyes wider than the night sky.
The crushed petals were scattered all about, vivid splashes of color
against the drab stones.
"Look at you, your feet are so dirty. Let's get those cleaned up, shall
we?" He sat her down on the smooth cobblestone path before
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continuing on. "Sera, I brought a very special person with me today
who wants to help you. You'll be able to meet him soon, I promise. He's
a good guy—who knows, maybe you'll like him more than me," he
added with a light chuckle.
Kazuki scowled. He stopped himself before he could interject,
forcing his attention on his colleague and his future client. Shin was as
down to earth as ever, gently wiping the little girl's feet free of the
ﬂower juice with a handkerchief soaked in the water of the stream. She
sat patiently still until her ﬁrst foot was swabbed clean, at which she
suddenly lurched to full stature, jumped along the stone steps and ran
directly to Kazuki.
She caught her toe on the stone pavement and her small body fell
forward, her white dress ﬂuttering closely by in her wake. Instinctively,
Kazuki sunk to his feet, his arms outstretched to catch her before she
hit the ground.
Shin howled with laughter as he stood there, awestruck, his mouth
hanging halfway open as he stared at his empty hands.
She was gone. That couldn't be right. Surely, she couldn't have fallen
that far. Even if she were to miss him, she couldn't have gotten up so
quickly...
"Be a good girl, why don't you. It's not nice to scare our friends," he
scolded, shooting a glance at Kazuki. "Oh, come on out, Seraphita.
Where are you?"
Kazuki jumped with surprise when the bushes behind him began to
rustle. Turning sharply around, he caught a glimpse of the young girl's
shadow peeking from behind one of the stone monuments. The corner
of her white dress shone, too. This answered none of Kazuki's
questions.
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How did she get there? He struggled to come up with an explanation.
Maybe she was an unrecognized SSS-Rank psychic with mastery over
telepathy, or she had simply slipped past him into the bushes in the
heat of the moment.
"Come back here, Sera. I still have to wipe your other foot," Shin
sighed, beckoning her in his direction. The girl jumped out from
behind the monument and ran back to Shin. When Kazuki realized she
was charging his way, it was all too late for him to move out of the way.
He recoiled in anticipation of the impact, only to ﬁnd that she'd slipped
through his abdomen without him feeling the slightest thing—and
neither did she.
The little girl obediently turned around and sat back on the stone
steps, allowing Shin to continue with his task.
With the regal attitude of a young queen, she thrust her bare foot out
into Shin's palm and lounged back, placidly gazing down upon the
man. He knelt before her in turn much like a digniﬁed knight, dutifully
accepting her foot and wiping it clean.
"What the hell is going on here, Shin?" Kazuki asked, beleaguered
with shock. "Is this real? Is any of this real? —No, she must be a
hologram, right?"
"This is as real as it gets, Kazuki," came Shin's smooth, level-headed
reply. "Have no fear, this child is most certainly as much ﬂesh and bone
as you are; rather, for the time being, you simply do not exist in her
world. Not yet, anyway."
Kazuki was left speechless.
"Riddle me this," Shin continued. He and the little girl both gathered
themselves to their feet. He held the used cloth out to Kazuki. "If she's
but a mere hologram, then tell me, how did my handkerchief get dirty?"
Stunned, Kazuki accepted the dirtied material from Shin.
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The dampened fabric, folded into quadrants, was heavy with ﬂower
juice, which stained it in red, blue, and purple hues as if it were tiedyed. The color spread to his hands where they made contact. His
ﬁngers were clearly coated in magenta, yet still, he couldn't believe his
eyes.
"I'm sorry, but I can't stay for long, Sera. There's much work to be
done," Shin explained to the young girl. "I'll be seeing you again shortly,
so be a good girl for me. Tomorrow, you'll be having more MRI and
EEG scans. I'd like to see you be on your best behavior for those, and
please, don't forget to keep track of your words with God."
The girl stared up at Shin, keeping her gaze ﬁxed on him, unmoving,
like a statue. He smiled and stroked her hair. The short black strands
swayed gently in the breeze.
"Open the door, if you'd be so kind. I'll bring new friends for you to
meet next time."
"Shin, what the hell are you talking about?"
—God?
"Let's get going, Kaz." Shin turned around. His smile from when he
spoke to the child was long gone. "I've already told you, she isn't aware
of you yet. This room is, so to speak, in her head: a physical
representation of her consciousness. Only what she perceives exists to
her. You simply haven't taken a form that she can recognize yet."
Shin walked straight ahead briskly, adding that he would not be
providing any further explanation. The door, which had disappeared
earlier, was suddenly back where it was, ajar.
The girl came down from the steps and slowly began her ritualistic
dance on the worn stone pavement. Furthering Kazuki's confusion, he
noticed that the petals that fell earlier were all gone, nowhere to be
seen. Instead, new ones were beginning to fall from above. There didn't
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seem to be any clear source from where the petals came, but
nonetheless, they continued to fall around the child.
Kazuki dryly gulped, turning back in her direction. He outstretched
his arm and tried to touch the dancing girl's black hair.
In the heat of the moment, he couldn't decide which was more
concerning: that he couldn't feel a thing, or that his hand was stuck in
her head.
It was just as if he'd thrust his hand into a hologram. The girl
continued to hypnotically dance as if nothing had happened, then came
apart from him when she broke into a twirl.
The falling petals caressed his cheeks and settled on his shoulders.
Kazuki held it up between his trembling foreﬁnger and thumb. It wasn't
a hologram. It was all real. The complex aroma—fresh, cool, sweet, and
faint—stimulated his nostrils.
"Kazuki."
There was a hint of suppressed anger that strained Shin's voice.
Kazuki brushed oﬀ the petals and turned his back to the girl, exiting.
And with that, the door was gone. The wall that remained was
unremarkably bare.
"Shin, please—you have to tell me what's going on," he stammered.
"Nothing's adding up. How am I supposed to even help this kid?—"
Frustrated, Kazuki cut himself oﬀ mid-tangent, leaving himself to
stew in his emotions.
Shin stood facing the left wall, his entire body wracked with tremors,
ﬁsts clenched at his sides. His typically pleasant face was contorted into
a look of rage, disgust, and unbridled hatred that shone in his eyes.
Kazuki's eyes drifted until they settled on the source of Shin's
malcontentment. He could only gasp. When the two returned to where
they started, they were greeted by an enormous relief where there was
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once a plain wall. The image of a young man's face protruded from it
with a tall and narrow nose, long-lashed eyes and slender, well-formed
lips. The face unmistakably belonged to Shin Minase, to whom the
sight made tremble with anger.
"What...What's the meaning of this, Shin? Your face wasn't here
before, was it?"
Shin's reply was brief and concise. "She must've done it again," he
muttered. After seething for a little while, he began again, saying, "I'm
her favorite, yes—the pretty little sacriﬁcial lamb selected by the very
goddess herself. I'm nothing more than a plaything in her eyes. It
sickens me."
His lips were twisted into a sour frown. Kazuki wanted to interject,
to implore more context, but what came out was hardly a coherent
thought.
"Sacriﬁcial lamb? Goddess?"
Ignoring Kazuki, Shin reached for the call button next to the
console. "I've found another statue of my face," he barked into the
microphone. "—Yes, in the usual elevator room. Send the dispatch team
immediately so they can get rid of it. I want it gone."
Kei became Kazuki's client at the request of her brother, Shin.
Her symptoms included general malaise, mild depression, eating
disorders, and panic attacks. While unpleasant, they were ultimately
suitable to be dealt with by a normal psychiatrist, and ultimately not
severe. For this reason, Kazuki was skeptical when Shin had ﬁrst
requested his expertise.
"I can't trust any old psychiatrist," Shin told him with a smile on his
face—the face of his sister. "Not only are you a cognitive technician,
whose abilities outshine those of any normal psychiatrist, you are also
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an old acquaintance of mine and a nationally recognized psychic. I
wouldn't want to leave my dearest sister to a lazy doctor who might
sedate her until she can't think. You are the only one able to rid her of
her pain and suﬀering, to save the last of my family. You're my only
hope, Kazuki."
Kazuki couldn't ﬁnd it within himself to doubt Shin's pleas, for he
himself had no family. Coming from a low-income household, his
parents relied on welfare checks to survive. They feared their own son
like the devil for his strong empathy, for the fact that he cried for them
and reﬂected their internal conﬂicts like a mirror.
Oftentimes, he pondered what might have become of him if his true
abilities had not been noticed at the orphanage facility he'd been
housed in after his parents were arrested. People with qualities like
himself were to be tested according to national standards, at which they
would receive a degree of certiﬁcation based on their performance.
Kazuki was deemed B-Rank at the end of his ﬁrst test. A psychic
considered to be nationally endowed would have to score at class A or
above, but B-Rank also had its perks. If anything, he was lucky that he
wasn't initially placed in class A, for he would be required to undergo
restrictive medical treatment.
From then on, Kazuki spent the rest of his upbringing at that facility.
While he received training as a psychic, he was awarded a scholarship
and went on to college, where he studied to become a cognitive
technician. The last time he'd ever seen his parents was when he was
separated from them at seven.
He met Shin in a lecture at that university. It was he who sat next to
him during a special lecture, which discussed how to obtain the
qualiﬁcations of a cognitive technician. He looked perfect, so perfect
that it was strange, as if he were a porcelain doll. He remarked on all
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the other "ordinary" students who were attending that specialized
lecture, despite being unqualiﬁed himself to partake in the ﬁeld of
psychosocial manipulation theory. He came laughing about the rest of
them to Kazuki, and that was how their ﬁrst conversation began.
"Tell me, how do you feel about me? I know you're a psychic; I've
heard all the rumors, you know. I'd like to hear what you have to say."
Kazuki was surprised that he'd been found out. Ordinary people
who are not psychic tended to have rather unsavory views of their
psychic fellows. In particular, empaths were most heavily avoided.
Many feared associating with those who could read their thoughts and
feelings at any given moment.
Knowing this, Kazuki usually tried to hide any traces of his psychic
status, and through training and medication he suppressed much of his
abilities. This doubled as a means of self defense. No matter how much
training he might do, there always remained the chance that he might
suddenly come into contact with intense anger or unexpected malice.
In order to protect himself from the consequences of that likelihood, it
was necessary for him to do everything in his power to conceal his
gifts. The young man with the pleasant face who sat beside him spoke
of such secrets as if they were self-evident.
"I'll admit, I've had my eyes on you from the start," he continued.
"Ever since I heard the rumor going around that there's a Japanese
psychic in this school, I've been on your trail. Well, enough of the
formalities. I'm Shin, Shin Minase. It's a pleasure to ﬁnally meet you."
Reﬂexively, Kazuki squeezed his outstretched hand. He felt a strange
sinking sensation in his gut when his thin, well-shaped ﬁngers wrapped
around his large, broader ones.
And then came an indescribable feeling, bordering on despondency,
as if some unseen force was driving an icicle into his spine. It was gone
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as quickly as it came, leaving only the black-haired young man with the
brilliant grin before him.
"My brother is the devil," she always said.
A devil, like the serpent who tempted Adam and Eve.
Shin commands and others follow. That was the way it's always been.
His meticulously symmetrical face, his slender, well balanced body, and
his velvety voice are tools at his disposal, crafted for the ﬁne art of
manipulation. His dark eyes attract people like a light shining in the
dark—and before they know it, they've fallen prisoner to his web of
lies.
He was a designer child, after all: the pinnacle of genetic
engineering. It was commonplace for wealthy families to commission
companies to program desirable traits into their children, including
intelligence, talent, athletic ability, beauty, and even gifts of persuasion.
Shin and Kei were special cases. The pair of twins, one male and one
female, were born to massively aﬄuent parents who were the inheritors
of Japan's old conglomerate.
As Kei began treatment under Kazuki, the source of her problems
became readily evident. Beneath a guise of ﬂeeting aﬀection for Shin
was a miasma of hatred and fear, of worship and dependency: a
veritable labyrinth of emotions, intertwined like an overgrown thicket.
It was clear that almost all of her symptoms were caused by her
complicated relationship with her twin brother.
Kei lacked much of the qualities that made her brother unique. If
Shin was a radiant sun burning bright in the darkness, then that made
her a tiny star in a sea of hundreds, thousands, millions alike, feebly
shining before her time inevitably came. Kazuki speculated that the
root of the problem was the ever-present overbearingness of being in
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her brother's presence, that was constantly reinforced by the fact that
their faces were exactly alike.
They met about once every two weeks for counseling. An A-Rank
cognitive technician's services were never cheap, even for the daughter
of such a wealthy family. A normal patient, on the other hand, would
receive treatment once every month or two, and even then for no more
than a few sessions.
More than a dozen sessions with Kei ensued. Ironically Shin, the
very root of her problem, was the one who paid her treatments
forward. Their parents were long dead, leaving the two of them to sit on
the fortune that was their inheritance. However, Kei was only allowed a
small portion of the wealth, while Shin received the rest. Thus, she was
forced to rely on her brother for most facets of her life. She was
dependent on him in all respects, both mentally and economically.
Admittedly, Kazuki couldn't remember when it was that Kei became
reliant on him, too.
What he did remember, though, was that she was visibly relaxed
when her brother wasn't by her side. But on the other hand, her
delusional conviction that Shin was seeing over her every move held
strong as ever. No matter how much Kazuki assured her of her
conﬁdentiality, she still had her doubts.
"It doesn't matter. He'll still ﬁnd a way," she refuted, almost
whispered, in low, hushed breaths. "My brother is the devil. Even if I
don't tell him what I say, it won't be long until he reads my mind and
discovers the truth. Everything he does and says is all an act. There's no
hope for me, I know. I've long accepted it. He sees and feels me
everywhere, just as I feel him."
"But that's typical for twins, right?" Kazuki gently suggested.
"Especially for monozygotic twins. If one suﬀers a hardship, be it
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mentally or otherwise, the other may experience similar feelings
without any evident cause. You and your brother have almost identical
genotypes. The only diﬀerence in your chromosomes is that your
genetic match is equal to or higher than that of monozygotic twins. It
wouldn't be strange if this is what you're experiencing."
Kei looked up at him from her spot on the couch. Her deep, dark
eyes were surprisingly large, almost seeming to consume him.
Compared to her older brother's overwhelming charisma, she was like
a leaf in the wind, left in a state of disarray at the slightest notion.
Something made Kazuki's gut lurch when they made eye contact.
And yet, at the same time, he wanted nothing more than to wrap her
in his arms, to promise her it'd all be okay. But he couldn't help
reminding himself of her identity as a designer child, and as much as
that put him oﬀ, his burgeoning feelings remained.
"It's no use," she repeated, the thin bow of her lips twisted into a
sorrowful frown. "You don't understand, Mr. Homura. You're a good
man, and I wouldn't want you falling for my brother's lies. I'm willing
to cancel my own treatment if it means we'll part ways for the greater
good. It doesn't matter to me anymore. I just...I don't want to see you
be ruined by my brother, too."
"I'm a little worried, honestly. You're my client, after all, so I can't
rightfully help it," Kazuki replied with a forced laugh, trying to brush
her words oﬀ as lightly as possible. "Shin and I go quite a ways back. I
don't think he's that bad of a guy, is he really?"
"I'm telling you what I know from my experience," Kei said,
completely taciturn. "My brother always gets his way in the end."
Her visage, identical to her brother's down to the haircut, was
chillingly expressionless.
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"I'm sure my brother already knows what I'm telling you right now.
He has to. He knows everything—everything. There's not a single thing
about me he doesn't know." Her tone was plain and dry, ﬁlled with
tiredness and remorse, like an old woman who had come to accept her
impending death. That was the last time Kei spoke that day, and thus,
the session came to an end.
One of the many nuances that diﬀers a cognitive technician from the
average psychiatrist is the approach to the structure of the mind.
Typically, psychiatrists draw up a plan based on ﬁndings from oral
counseling and brain scans, from which they use to prescribe
psychotropic drugs to treat symptoms. However, in the case of a
cognitive technician, it's necessary to reimagine the patient's spirit itself
as an operable and concrete entity that can thereby be manipulated.
The process of examining the representation of a client's trauma could
be compared to performing an analysis of a plot of land prior to
carrying out construction. Moreover, each technician's approach is
unique, as much as is each client's own story. Being a hyper empath,
Kazuki employed something of a unique approach. In most cases, the
client's landscape is perceived as a landscape marked by symbolic
colors and features, which he would arrange and mesh together into a
three-dimensional interactive projection.
This technique was made possible by a tool distributed by the guild
to its ranks. The base software was quite limited in use, as it was
intended to be modiﬁed to ﬁt the needs of each individual operator
with add-ons, subprograms, assistant tools, and so forth. As an empath,
Kazuki required something especially unique to ﬁt his precise needs.
And so, the construction tool came to be. Scrapped together using
assets from various programs and the base software itself, it truly was a
one-of-a-kind tool that only he could master.
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He selected the Mental Graphica application from his toolbar, then
overlaid the recorded conversation with Kei from that session over the
framework he'd extracted from her spirit—her mindscape. It was the
result of her emotions and memories, perceived by Kazuki as images,
sounds, and scents, which were then folded into each other like layers.
In a sense, it worked almost like a children's diorama for a science fair.
A transparent rendition of Kei's spirit began to emerge from the
holopad by his computer.
A faint, cold scent assailed Kazuki's nose. It was almost melancholy,
in a sense—like removing the sweetness from an apple, leaving only the
mellow, indiﬀerent taste of an herb. It was common for empaths to
experience a blending of the senses, and Kazuki was no exception.
Through rigorous training, he'd honed his synesthesia and gained
control over it.
Kei's mindscape was always accompanied by this scent. It could be
said to be a permanent ﬁxture of her mental structure.
It was a still and quiet plain, immersed in an all-encompassing
darkness. It was unlike anything Kazuki had ever seen before; unlike
the enormous gorges and canyons that came of burdensome
expectations and stunted self conﬁdence, or the steep mountain ranges
that pushed into the sky like needles, emblematic of excessive pride. A
smothering feeling of helplessness hung over the ﬁeld like a cloud, and
with it came a feeling of constant oppression, and deeper yet, a
resignation to the cruel faculties of her life.
At the center of the plain was an empty, pitch-black gorge, like a
gaping mouth in the middle of the otherwise even land. It was a crude,
glaringly obvious analogy for the pain and suﬀering she'd withstood at
her brother's hands; a jagged wound on her psyche that he'd torn open
with a knife that had never quite healed. It was undeniable that Shin
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dictated every aspect of her life. Once, Kazuki was successful in
removing this trauma in a controlled simulation, but the results were
disastrous. In a matter of moments, the blue-green plains erupted in
violence; its animal inhabitants were in a frenzy, slaughtering their
brethren and in turn being killed. Roars and bellows, the primal sounds
of pain and strife, carried through the air until the scene came to a
grinding halt. The only sign of life that remained thereafter was the
noxious odor of chlorine and sulfur. And then, as quick as it came, the
simulation shattered apart. Kazuki could only watch, stunned, as the
broken slivers of her spirit fell about, like a snowy haze.
Kei was terriﬁed of her brother, yet at the same time, she held a sort
of masochistic aﬀection for him that veiled her state of complete
dependence. Kazuki concluded that ultimately, this troubling dynamic
was the deepest source of her problems.
The only solution to her conundrum seemed to be to establish a
person other than her brother to whom she could rely on. After that,
she could steadily work on ﬁlling the voids that were left by acclimating
herself to her new daily life. However, the issue remained that she had
no connections except for Kazuki and Shin, and that stripping her away
from her brother's inﬂuence without anyone to support her would do
much harm and little good.
Kei's mindscape was still and silent. The sweet, cold scent strangely
invigorated Kazuki's senses. Unlike the harsh cacophony and constant
buzz of most human spirits, the most noise that hers had to oﬀer was a
faint breeze and the occasional incomprehensible murmur. When he
closed his eyes, Kazuki felt like he was standing on the shore of a gentle
stream of water.
Of course, now that most of the natural world has been all but
destroyed by the onset of Cuvier Syndrome, there was no longer any
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opportunity to enjoy such pleasures of nature without lethal
consequences. But it was a nice thought, and Kazuki imagined that if
he could ever experience such a luxury, it would feel just like that.
Long ago, her namesake, the ephemeral ﬁreﬂy, lived by the water and
dazzled people with its ﬂuorescent shine. Although it's been a long time
since its extinction, Kazuki saw its faint light darting about in Kei's
mindscape among the dark grass, the faint breeze, and the steadily
running water. As he watched himself sitting there, his perceived self
was placidly unaware of her slender ﬁgure coming to meet him by the
stream.
"There aren't many photos of me when I was little. My brother threw
most of them away," Kei said, sitting down on the couch.
It was a new day and a new session. Kazuki started by questioning
her on the subject of her childhood.
"This is the only photo I have. It isn't backed up anywhere, so
without this, there would be no other evidence of our past."
She handed him a postcard-sized print of a digital photo. It showed a
girl sitting on her mother's lap and a boy held up to his father's
shoulders. The twins looked like mirror images of one another were it
not for the diﬀering clothes they wore. They looked directly into the
camera, their faces like masks; a twinge of something indescribable
hidden in their dark eyes.
"What's this on your cheeks, if you don't mind me asking? Is it a
scar?"
"That's..." Kei took in a sharp breath, biting her lips as if to prevent
herself from continuing. "That's the logo of Solid Tech Corporation.
They print it on their designer children."
Kazuki was ﬂabbergasted. Unconsciously, his grip increased on the
photo.
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"Designer children aren't treated as humans under the law, more like
plants or animals. The Genetic Engineering Regulation law mandates
that manufacturers place their logo somewhere on the body so that we
may be identiﬁed," Kei explained. She kept her head down as she spoke.
With his hand placed on her arm to comfort her, Kazuki could feel she
was shaking.
"Usually, it's placed somewhere more discreet, but our parents were
diﬀerent. They wanted the world to know. They treated us more like
trophies than people. So, they had it put on the most prominent parts
of our faces...Mine was on the right cheek. My brother had his on his
left." As she spoke, she buried her face into her hands.
Kazuki averted his eyes from the photo, ﬁghting back the surge of
emotions that rose in his chest. What appeared as black spots on the
children's faces were, at a closer glance, something more sinister. The
strange glyph seemed to be a combination of a blooming ﬂower and
splashing water droplets, with a mouth centered within. This was the
Watercrown.
"Soon after our parents died, my brother had the two of us undergo
surgery to remove the brand," she went on. "Technically, we weren't
allowed to do that, but Shin didn't care. He has so much money, the law
means next to nothing to him. He could talk and buy his way out of any
situation if it came down to it. So, he managed to have a doctor agree to
the procedure. The brand might be gone, but the fact remains that I'll
always be a designer child."
With that said, she broke the stoic facade. She was curled up into
fetal position at that point, shaking violently as if the temperature had
suddenly dropped. Kazuki decided to end the session then and there,
deeming that any further action in this state would put her at risk.
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"I know that I'm the problem, Kazuki. There's no need to tell me
otherwise."
Before he could open his mouth to call oﬀ the session, Kei suddenly
jerked her head up. There was a desperate light in her eyes—the same
deep, dark eyes as her brother.
"Yes, my brother let me remove the brand, but it'll never change the
circumstances of our birth and lives themselves. We'll never amount to
anything more than the mere accessories our parents had to ﬂaunt their
wealth. I just want control over my body, but how can I have any when
we're both infertile? Of course, I know it's for a good cause, otherwise
we might risk mutations that would make our children suﬀer. So, do
you know what I would have to do if I wanted to have a child, Kazuki?
I'd have to contact the same company that created me and force this
horrible existence onto my own!"
By the end of her tangent, she was screaming with all she had. Before
he had time to think, Kazuki reached out and took her hand in his.
The tips of her thin ﬁngers went cold. Kei blinked fast, pulling her
hands back as if she was touching ﬁre, then stood up and hobbled
towards the door. Kazuki hugged her from behind as she stumbled
through the exit. She struggled madly for a moment then went limp in
his arms.
"It's no use. We're just puppets, we always will be," she sobbed,
choking back tears. "My brother killed our parents. There's no evidence,
but I know what he did. I could tell by my intuition. When we were 15,
our parents died in a ﬂight accident. There was a bug in the program. It
was the perfect setup. I cried until the tears wouldn't come. My brother
was remorseful, too, but I know—I know the truth, I know it was just
an act. He murdered them. And then, once we were alone, he was
laughing all the while."
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The sheer ﬂurry of emotions she was experiencing was enough to
make Kazuki's head spin. It was a miasma of fear and sadness,
loneliness, despair, helplessness, self hatred, denial, and a deeply
ingrained fear of Shin.
That fear of her brother had long settled at the bottom of the murky
waters of her mind, steadfast, stubbornly anchored in the deepest of its
depths.
But she hadn't given up just yet. As faint as it was, there was still life
in her eyes, and the plains of her spirit were still vibrantly azure despite
all the hardships she'd endured, despite the suﬀocating inﬂuence her
brother held over her.
"My brother refuses to accept his lot in life, as nothing but a puppet.
He's lived free ever since the brands were removed from our cheeks.
But me? I'm living in the past. I'll always be haunted by the
circumstances of our birth," Kei sniﬄed.
The tears were streaming down her cheeks. Kazuki's hand twitched.
He knew what was happening, but it was all too late to stop it.
Emotional transfers were forbidden for a reason—they were harmful to
both the professional and the client, especially in the case of a
technician in the process of manipulating the client's mind.
Nonetheless, Kazuki didn't hesitate. There was a rushing in the base
of his skull, like faint murmurs through the sound of wind. He felt Kei's
slim shoulder brush him and he let her go, mustering the height of his
empathic abilities to release everything—his thoughts, feelings,
everything into her soul.
The two spirits merged into each other like a maelstrom. The surge
of Kazuki's raw emotions was like a thunderbolt cast directly into the
eye of the storm. Dashes of green and white energy ﬂuttered about like
shreds of paper in the wind, twisting into distorted shapes like
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reﬂections in the mirrors of an amusement park funhouse. The vertigo
began to overtake them as if they were rising, ﬂoating aimlessly in the
void of outer space. Kei slowly turned around to face Kazuki. The fear
in her dark eyes was real, but there was a new depth to it that hadn't
been there before.
"You...You love me?" she whispered. She sounded exhausted,
completely devoid of any semblance of joy. The words seemed to pain
her. "But why, Kazuki? I'm no diﬀerent than a status symbol, nothing
more than a toy made to please my parents. Why would you love a
puppet like myself who can't so much as say for sure that I'm human?"
Kazuki said nothing in response, exerting all of his concentration on
his arms. He felt something coil up from his body into hers.
That was his answer.
Kei was silent for a moment, breathing ragged breaths that wracked
her entire body, then bellowed an ear-splitting shriek.
"What's the matter with you, Kei? Do you hate me?"
"No, no, no," she shook her head back and forth. "It can't be...No, it
can't be! This can't be happening! I've always been fond of you, ever
since my brother introduced us, but...I never thought I'd feel
these...these things for you! But I can't just deny this—oh, what does it
matter? It's no use. I just can't escape."
"You can't escape? Kei, tell me, what's the meaning of this?"
Kei didn't answer, and again, she took a deep breath as if gasping for
air. She fell forward, slumping into Kazuki's chest like a ragdoll.
"It's not worth it. You shouldn't get yourself involved."
He felt her the warmth of her tears land on his inner wrist. She was
crying.
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"It's no use. I never should've done this. Now he knows, and he'll
take you from me. I never should've done it. This is the worst thing that
could ever possibly happen to me."
It was too much for Kazuki to take—the confession, the reaction it
triggered from Kei, the fact that he had broken a grave rule as a
cognitive technician. He forced himself to let go and brought Kei back
to the couch.
"...I'm sorry for everything. Let's get back to our seats, shall we? Do
you need any medicine? I've got Prozac and aspirin."
"No, I'm alright. Thank you."
In the moment, Kei was totally calm, as if nothing had ever
happened. Her slightly downturned face was delicate and pale, like the
Virgin Mary.
"Don't get me wrong, Kazuki...I'm overjoyed. I've loved you from the
moment we ﬁrst met, but I never would've imagined you felt the same."
"Well, the feeling's mutual," he smiled.
His heart throbbed with giddy expectancy, like he was a high
schooler on his ﬁrst date. Kei looked up and quietly laughed to herself,
realizing the calm facade that veiled his excited words. His chest
warmed with love and a deeply held conviction: a desire to protect her
from the cruelties of the world—of her brother.
"Alright...But please, let's keep this a secret, at least for now. I'm
worried about how people might react to you dating one of your
clients, especially my brother. I guess we can safely meet up during our
sessions, but I can't see you at any other time because my brother
controls my schedule," Kei sighed. "It's nice, you know? I feel like for
once, I can be myself when I'm around you. Maybe that's why I love
you the way I do."
"That's horrible. Has it always been like this?"
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Kei only laughed in response, then pulled Kazuki into a kiss. Much
the opposite of his usual gentle demeanor, Kazuki returned the favor
with the same ﬁery passion her story instilled within him. When their
lips ﬁnally separated, the two were almost drunk with the emotions
they'd exchanged in that intimate moment.
"I'm sorry, but I ought to go home now," she interjected.
It was more than half an hour past when their session was supposed
to end. Kazuki glumly watched Kei gather her belongings, plagued with
a similar resigned loneliness to that which she had felt all her life.
"Let's meet up next Wednesday!" Kazuki called from behind as Kei
left the oﬃce. "We'll meet up here next Wednesday at 2 PM. Right,
Kei?"
"That's right. I'll be waiting." She looked over her shoulder, smiling
sadly, and gave him a small wave. "I've come to realize this is the last
time I'll meet you as your client...For the next time we see each other,
we'll be lovers."
When Kei said this, it had been about a year since she'd become
Kazuki's client.
Once Kazuki had graduated from college, he'd made short work of
the certiﬁcation exam that would allow him to begin his career as a
cognitive technician. For most, it normally took four to ﬁve years of
rigorous studying and training to pass it, but Kazuki was a rare
exception, for whom it only took a matter of months. It seemed a whole
life of opportunity was ahead of him and no one could tell him
otherwise.
Of course, he still had his reservations. As much as he loved Kei, he
couldn't help but wince at the thought of the taboo he'd committed by
engaging with her. He was lucky enough that, with her mental state that
day in mind, the emotional transfer hadn't harmed her. Beneath her
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delicate appearance was a strong spirit and an ironclad will that never
failed to amaze him.
Since that day, her image lingered in Kazuki's heart, even after hours
or while attending to his other clients. For once, his repressive
empathic training came quite in handy, and no one was the wiser when
it came to their little secret.
Their meetings became less like therapeutic sessions and more like
dates, until eventually, the counseling had become but a disguise for
their routine meetups, to ensure that Shin would continue to permit
Kei to see Kazuki. Kazuki loved Kei in entirety, even all her traumas
and shortcomings; in his eyes, they were parts of her as valuable as any
other, and to accept them was only right. It came to a point that Kazuki
became almost disgusted with his line of work, disgusted that he'd been
tasked to trim Kei of her "undesirable" parts not for her own good, but
so that society would accept her. The sheer notion sickened him. But
these feelings of his were what they were, and that is that they were
delusions borne of a place of love and caring, and any cognitive
technician of their worth knew not to let their feelings meddle with
their purpose of their job.
If it was possible, Kazuki perhaps would've given it his all, but it was
no use: Kei's fears and attachment to Shin were so deeply rooted in her
psyche that even by employing the most cutting edge techniques, there
simply was no reality of "curing" her. For the next two years, their
sessions turned to secret romantic escapades. The only thing that stood
between them and the outside world were the doors to Kazuki's oﬃce.
About once every six months, Shin would visit Kazuki's oﬃce, be it
in person or through video chat, to inquire of his sister's condition. It
always went smoothly, but when discussion of Kei's sensitive demeanor
came to light, it was met with ridicule from Shin, no matter which way
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Kazuki put it. For that matter, Kazuki had to muster his best poker face
to keep the reality hidden that he was indulging in an ethically
incorrect relationship with his sister.
It was at this time that Kazuki realized that Kei's words were true:
her brother was as terrible as she said. Of course, there was no way that
he truly could be "the devil" as she said; it was impossible, for he was
only a human, and a human at that whose body was identical to hers if
not for a diﬀerence in chromosomes. There was nothing to fear, right?
No, there couldn't be. He was able to laugh it oﬀ for a time but indeed,
her warning realized itself right before his very eyes, as he faced Shin
for the ﬁrst time in what felt like ages; as he swore that he could see
into his soul.
Three days before Kei killed herself, she had reserved a date for
another session. However, just before that date came to be, Kazuki
received a concerning message in his inbox.
"I am here to inform you that Ms. Kei Minase cannot attend this session
on account of complications derived from her poor physical condition. I will
contact you again once her physical condition recovers. I apologize for the
inconvenience, Mr. Homura, and I hope you understand."
The ﬁrst possibility that came to his mind was that the guild was
aware of their relationship and was initiating an eﬀort to break it. That
suspicion was short-lived, though, for he recalled that the guild would
issue an alert immediately if a member violated their compliance with
the Code. Additionally, the oﬀender's certiﬁcation would be suspended
on the spot, and documents regarding the termination would be mailed
to the person's place of residence.
Even then, if Shin knew, Kazuki didn't doubt that he'd shrug it oﬀ as
he always did with a wry smile. It became readily clear to him that Shin
had been carefully analyzing his every move with great interest,
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masquerading under the guise of ignorance all this time—otherwise, if
he was made aware, his conﬁdence would break and he would refuse to
extend his services to Kei any longer. He must have expected that
Kazuki and Kei would eventually get together, otherwise he never
would've permitted Kei to receive his counseling.
At the end of their last session, Kei and Kaz laid together on the
chaise lounge of his oﬃce. She rested her head against his bare chest. It
was slick with sweat, as if he were running a fever.
"Be careful around my brother," so she said, following their moment
of intimacy. "He's the devil himself, and I'm powerless against him. If he
wills me, the only thing I can do is obey. So please, if anything ever happens
to me, I don't want you to go after me because he'll go after you, too. Save
yourself instead while you still can. You are my world, Kazuki, and the only
thing I want is for you to be safe."
Was that Kei's dying wish?
Maybe it would've been for the best if he ignored Shin's com-chat
call, but that was in the past, and Kazuki knew true and well that there
was no going back on his word. He couldn't resist the allure of Kei's
image—the same eyes and nose and lips. Despite the fact that their
genders and personalities were polar opposites, the very sight of that
face on the screen had Kazuki's hands tied.
—"So please, if anything ever happens to me, I don't want you to go
after me because he'll go after you, too. Save yourself instead while you still
can..."
What on earth was it that she witnessed that spurred her ﬁnal pleas?
A disquieting atmosphere loomed over the elevator. Shin hadn't said
a word until he and Kazuki ﬁnally reached the upper levels of the
facility. Even his ever-present sneer was gone. For the duration of the
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elevator ride, he blankly stared at the wall, both hands stuﬀed in his lab
coat and his shoulders stiﬄy arched. Kazuki found it amusing in the
same way one might poke fun at a pouting child.
"C'mon, Shin. What's wrong?"
"It's nothing," he curtly spat. Clearly, something was amiss. "So yes,
as you might know, I was chosen to come here by the child herself. The
higher-ups promised me a special title in exchange for my
correspondence, and quite the paycheck to boot—not that I have any
use for such trivialities. I'm already well oﬀ to begin with. But I'm
proud, really. As it stands, I'm the only one who she'll commune with.
For all it matters, I may as well be no more than the Goddess' faithful
little servant."
There were a million things on his mind, but Kazuki kept his mouth
shut nonetheless, deciding it better to stay quiet than to risk getting on
Shin's bad side.
Shin Minase was a man whose tongue was as sharp as his wit, who
took extra care to keep his vulnerabilities strictly conﬁdential, just as
they should be. But now, it was evident that his facade was being
challenged. When he noticed that Kazuki was staring at him, however,
he readily pulled himself back together.
Kazuki was exhausted. Suppressing a yawn, he leaned against the
opposite wall of the elevator and let his mind roam as the metal box
that carried him and Shin made its steady ascent through the layers of
the facility.
Not long after, the elevator reached its destination. The doors opened
to a sprawling oﬃce space that buzzed with human interaction, much
unlike the place where Kazuki had awoken. The ﬂoor was carpeted in
light green, with potted plants scattered at every other corner. The
walls, meanwhile, were painted in warm cream and light pink. A
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bulletin board hung on the wall, adorned with various memos and a
pin-up of a nude woman that gently swayed in the breeze.
It seemed to be a break room, outﬁtted as it was with sofas, a coﬀee
table, and a coﬀee machine. A man in a white coat and a woman in a
plain white dress shirt were locked in debate amongst the throng. But
when Shin and Kazuki passed them by, the room went silent, its
occupants turning to stare at the pair. Kazuki felt viscerally
uncomfortable being the center of attention.
"Uh...Shin? This isn't that interpreter you were talking about, right?
You know, for the Goddess."
The blonde man in the white coat was the one who broke the silence.
He gave Shin an incredulous sneer as he sized Kazuki up.
"Like you could talk to the Goddess, Charles," the woman in the
plain clothes retorted.
"I could if I had a body she could recognize. I don't think you realize
that she's on a totally diﬀerent level than the rest of us. It's like
comparing Apple OS and Windows. I'd use UNIX for an example, but
it's too compatible for what I'm trying to get at. Or would it be better to
compare the navigation capabilities of humans and bats, eh, Kerry?
Well, operating systems are a better analogy, since we're talking about
processing data and all."
"Yes, it would be more accurate to compare bats and humans. In this
case, we'd be the bats, bumbling around without a clue of our
surroundings. That would leave her as the more capable human. It's
somewhat disheartening when you put it this way, but that's simply a
fact of life," a lean man at his side leisurely replied over his cup of
coﬀee. "Bats interpret their world almost exclusively by sound.
Humans, on the other hand..."
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"Sight, hearing, taste, tough, and smell: those are the ﬁve senses," the
woman said, counting each on her ﬁngers. "If you add ESP, you get six,
but this is speaking in terms of normal human beings. Oh! Excuse me,
it seems I've misspoken," she quickly added, clasping her hand over her
mouth when Kazuki's tired glance caught her eye.
"I forgot that you're a psychic. Now, don't get me wrong, I think no
less of you. If anything, I admit I'm rather jealous. It must be nice being
able to sense things that ordinary people can't."
Kazuki rolled his eyes. This reaction was by no means new to him. It
was a puzzling double standard: everyone seemed to harbor envy
towards the idea of psychic abilities, yet psychics themselves were
commonly discriminated against for their inborn skills.
"At the very least, Apple and Windows are compatible enough to
exchange data," Kerry went on, completely ignoring the woman's
words. "Granted, that's about the extent of their compatibility. It's
practically impossible to run programs written for Apple on Windows,
but there's no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in their display formats except for
operability. We are researchers, the epitome of rationality, but we are
humans foremost. This is why we haggle over frivolous things, like
which of these operating systems is superior. Performance is irrelevant
when the reality is that there is no marked diﬀerence between a
document printed from either operating system. Our priorities are
terribly misplaced."
"Apple's way better, obviously," a man smoking a cigarette
interjected from his seat on the sofa. "There's no debate. Windows is a
shitty excuse of an operating system and anyone with a brain should be
using Apple by now."
"Good for you, Jobson," the woman said, dismissing the
interruption. "Now, speaking on that analogy, the problem is that a
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human will never truly understand a bat's senses, and the same goes for
the bat. There are some boundaries of nature that science can never
overcome and this is one of them."
The Apple enthusiast said nothing in response, satisﬁed with having
his opinion be heard.
"The hearing range of bats far surpasses that of humans. That's why
they rely on their hearing for all facets of their survival. Conversely, this
evolutionary shortcoming on us humans' part is why concepts like
'seeing' with sound mystify us," Kerry went on, waving his styrofoam
cup of coﬀee for emphasis.
"But in the grand scheme of things, it'd be much more diﬃcult to get
a bat to understand how humans perceive the world, factoring in
variables like their brain capacities and lack of certain intelligences. It
all circles back to the sense of self, a thing that sets us apart from all
other organisms under the sun."
"Well said. And being humans ourselves, our perception of the world
is both cleared and clouded by that," he concurred. Unconsciously, his
foreﬁnger came down hard on the rim of his cup. "The state of one's
selfhood constantly changes to adapt to one's environment. For
example, picture a ﬂower. To a bat, the perception of this ﬂower tells it
nothing more than whether it can or can't eat it, or if its nectar is
desirable. This same ﬂower may arouse unpredictable reactions that
vary from person to person, however. Some might enjoy the smell and
appearance, whereas for others, it might suggest bad memories from
the past."
"It's always a joy to hear what you have to say, Dr. Kerry," Shin
began, "but my friend here could use a more concrete explanation as to
what he just observed on the Technoshaman's ﬂoor. He'll be a resident
here shortly, so in the meantime, I ask that you save the banter for later
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and catch him up to speed. Don't worry, you'll have plenty of time to
pick up where you left oﬀ."
"Yeah, shove it, Kerry," the woman grinned, lighting up a cigarette.
"I'm sorry about that, sir. I'm sure you've already noticed, but everyone
here is dying to one-up the rest of the lot. They're insuﬀerable. We're
chatting over coﬀee and cigarettes, and then always, inevitably, some
lowlife butts in like, 'actually—,' and derails whatever semblance of
meaningful conversation the rest of us had going."
"You don't know what you're talking about, Anabella," the disgraced
Apple defender scoﬀed. "I never interrupted anyone while you guys
were talking. I listen to everyone equally, and once they're done, I oﬀer
my own two cents. You're—"
The woman merely shrugged, then ﬂicked oﬀ the ashen end of her lit
cigarette.
"Well, you guys should get going before Kerry starts lecturing us
again. You there, have a drink or two to ease your nerves, then go ask
Shin to ﬁll you in. If there's anyone you should ask about her, it's him.
He's her favorite, after all."
Her last words were stressed in a teasing manner. Shin's already pale
face went even paler. He stiﬄy walked away down the hall without
another word. Kazuki rushed to follow him. Dr. Kerry, who had been
quite abruptly dismissed, craned his neck in their direction and sent
them oﬀ.
"Hey! If you have any questions, come to me and I'll give you some
sources to take a gander at. Currently, our most worthwhile hypothesis
dictates that in order to communicate with that child, she must connect
with you ﬁrst!"
"Oh, don't worry, I'm sure our newbie will fare just ﬁne," a new voice
started, audibly holding back a chuckle.
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The woman named Anabella feigned annoyance. "You can't drive
that sense of false hope home if he hears you laughing, Roland Seth.
God, I can tell those two will start ﬁghting like grade schoolers any day
now."
They both erupted in laughter, barely out of earshot. At the end of
the corridor, Kazuki ﬁnally caught up with Shin. His momentary pallor
was gone, replaced by his trademark look of icy disdain. As much as he
hated to admit it, Kazuki found that he was somewhat frightened by
Shin's volatile temper.
"Shin, those people..."
"They're researchers at this facility," he interrupted, his voice hushed
and low. "This is the EGG Facility, to be precise. This ﬂoor serves as
living quarters for its staﬀ, and soon, you'll have a room prepared for
you. Let's continue once we get to my room."
Ignoring Kazuki's barrage of questions, Shin kept his mouth sealed
until he arrived at his quarters. As with any other room in the facility, it
was locked by a key card system. It was most certainly evident that
someone was living there. The bed was topped with a blue duvet, and
the desk was covered in piles of books and printed documents, housing
a computer tower underneath. Just like the room that Kazuki woke up
in, the windows were replaced by LCD panels. They were a dull, lifeless
black at the moment, as their power seemed to be turned oﬀ. The
bookshelf, which was built into the wall, was stacked high with various
discs and obsolete bound paper books; pages of which had been ripped
out, balled up and shredded on the sofa.
"I declined all the cleaning services. I dislike the idea of anyone
sneaking into my room," Shin said bluntly, heading for the kitchenette.
A small refrigerator was situated beneath a sink and a microwave. He
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took out two silver cans from inside and tossed one to Kazuki. The
chilled can of beer was heavy, yielding to his ﬁngertips.
"Wait, I can have alcohol? I thought I was on duty right now."
"I don't care."
Shin gestured to Kazuki to sit wherever he'd like, taking a seat
himself at a tall chair in front of his desk. He pulled the tab and took a
swig of his beer.
"People do what they please around here. I'm about to tell you some
things that I could never manage without alcohol in my system,
whether you like it or not. Just sleep it oﬀ if you happen to get drunk.
So, drink. It won't kill you."
Kazuki looked down at the beer, gingerly opened the can, and took a
sip. The bitter, acidic taste nipped at the back of his throat, stimulating
his senses. This was the ﬁrst time that he'd consumed alcohol since Kei
died.
"And?" He took another small, cautious sip. "Does this have anything
to do with why you brought me here? Or that girl? Or this facility?
Or...?"
"Tell me this: what do you think about God, Kazuki?" Shin lifted the
can to his lips.
"Come again?" Kazuki gave him a confused look. "I'm an atheist, so
it's not like I can give you some kind of Sunday school honor student
answer. The priests preach only hatred for people like me, so I've come
to reciprocate for their beliefs."
For an untrained empath, the unobstructed ﬂow of other people's
thoughts and feelings is a painful coming of age experience. During
this time, many of these people develop mental illnesses or go so far as
to commit suicide. Ever since supernatural abilities became more
accepted by the general public, the state began to provide protection
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and treatment for psychics not only because negligence of which would
be a violation of their human rights, but because their abilities could
prove useful.
"It depends on what you mean by the word 'God'. Be it a Christian
one or of an adjacent monotheistic religion or otherwise, if you mean a
jealous, omnipotent one or one full of goodwill and love, then either
way, there's no rational reason to wholly submit yourself to a higher
deity, even if it manifests before you."
"I had a feeling you might say that," Shin smiled, cupping the beer in
his hands. "But, what would you truly do if that God happened to
exist?"
"I wouldn't do anything. The whereabouts of a god are of no
signiﬁcance to me."
What does Shin want to tell me?
Kazuki felt his frustration mounting. The conversation wasn't going
anywhere. He swallowed a gulp of beer. Perhaps drinking for the ﬁrst
time since abstaining was making him sick. His head felt a little stuﬀy.
"But that's just me, personally. When I was younger, I hated 'God' for
giving me this ability. Nowadays, the only thing I can do is embrace it.
It gave me a career, after all. —Damn, I don't think that came out right,
sorry. Regardless, I've adapted to it. I'm grateful for the circumstances
and people I've met that allowed me to come such a long way, but the
fact that I'm expected to suck up to God for shackling me with an
ability I never asked for is downright insulting. In that vein, Shin, do
you think that Cuvier syndrome is God's way of punishing humanity
for our collective sins?"
Kazuki slammed the can of beer down on the table before where
Shin sat.
"And what if it is?"
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Shin's cool, steadfast reply sent chills down Kazuki's spine. He felt
himself go stiﬀ with uncertainty.
"Shin, what are you getting at...?"
"Well, what would you do if your suspicion proved correct?"
Kazuki was silent in thought. Was there really a God, and if so, was
it benevolent? Would this god bring judgment to corrupt humans and
lead the rest to paradise, or instead indiscriminately guide humanity to
another fate?
At last, he ﬁnally spoke. "...On what basis would you prove that?"
"My, I like the way you think. If you insist on that approach, then
you would be opening up a rabbit hole of criteria to assess," Shin slyly
laughed. "But I have plenty better ways to spend my time than debating
with you over such subjective matters. Don't misunderstand and
assume that I'm taking a Nietzschean approach, claiming that God
'died' or other such swill. 'God' is what you make it. 'God' is the
justiﬁcation through which humanity rationalizes the personal and the
paranormal, the driving force behind fantastical blessings and
unexplained disasters. For all it matters, the world is its oyster. There is
no doubt that this force is omniscient, if not objectively omnipotent.
So, where's the harm in giving a temporary name to this entity? What is
the term 'God' if not more than a label? Whether you're a religious
person or not, what this force should or shouldn't be called is, at its
core, a needless frivolity."
"But that—that..." Kazuki wanted to argue, but no good points came
to mind. "Well, if that kind of thing really does exist, then could she
be...?"
"You hadn't already realized? You've seen her abilities with your very
own eyes, after all," Shin snorted. "Oh, I'm only kidding. No, she isn't
the God that I speak of. Us researchers have taken to referring to her as
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the 'goddess' as a diminutive, but that title is somewhat misleading: she
is not God, rather, it is she who wields God's power. That girl—Sera, or
should I say Seraphita—is a living conduit, the intermediary for the
word of God. She serves as a vessel for that power, akin to a shamanic
spokesperson or a shrine maiden—or in technical terms, a proxy. Only
she can reach this God, who resides on a plane inaccessible to those of
us. It's for this reason that we have dubbed her the Technoshaman."
"The Technoshaman, huh?" Kazuki reluctantly repeated the
unfamiliar term.
A combination of technological adeptness and shamanic prowess. Even
to Kazuki, who cared little for religious aﬀairs, the title seemed like an
egregious aﬀront to all things that either of its halves stood for.
"Is the Technoshaman—I mean, is she a natural born human, or is
she a clone or designer child?"
"She isn't exactly any of those things. The closest approximate would
be to regard her as a test tube baby, seeing as that she is the product of
an artiﬁcial insemination conducted beyond her parent's womb. Are
you at all familiar with the Cult of the Temple of the Sun's Salvation?"
"Can't say I have. Cults aren't exactly something I read up on in my
spare time."
"Ah, I thought you might say that. Take a look at this."
Shin picked up a remote and pressed a button. The lights in the
room instantly went out, and the LCD screens lit up with a new display.
The image of a child of about ten years old was shown on the screen,
with a pleasant but expressionless face. The child's sex was
indeterminable at ﬁrst glance, but it did not detract from their inherent
beauty. They were gowned in rags, their feet bare. They stood posed
before a police lineup wall, their height marked by a line on the
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concrete backdrop, gazing at the camera with their empty black eyes.
Something was unmistakably familiar about that face.
Kazuki leaned forward. "Hey, uhh...Isn't this that girl? Wait, no, this
one looks similar, but a little older. Who is this?"
"That, my friend, is Angel," Shin calmly stated.
He switched to another image. This time, what was shown was a
photo of heaps of fully crystallized human bodies scattered about what
looked like a windowless basement. The white-gowned child stood,
vaguely confused, in the middle of the elegiac scene.
"This child was born into one of the multitudes of isolated cult
groups that began to surface as of the Cuvier syndrome pandemic."
More images cycled through, like a slideshow. Aid workers poured
in to cordon oﬀ the countless crystalized bodies, carrying them out one
by one on stretchers and in body bags. The child ascended the stairs out
of the basement, surrounded by rescue teams and police on all sides.
Their visage was haunting—like a mask, devoid of any trace of
emotion.
Certainly, this child must have been ﬁve or six years older than that
girl. The sharpness of their chin, their high cheekbones, their black
hair, and their gently slanted eyes suggested the presence of East Asian
blood, but overall, their striking resemblance to Seraphita, the child
who danced in petals and raw sunlight, was what dominated Kazuki's
attention. If she were to age a few years and grow out her hair, he
reckoned, it'd be no doubt that the two would look very similar, if not
identical.
"All members of this cult were related, regarding one another as
family. They believed that Cuvier syndrome was God's will: a catalyst
that would spur humanity to ascend the echelons of life to a greater
level of existence," Shin continued. There was a hint of mockery in his
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tone; a contempt for the presumptuousness of man's ego. "Acts of incest
and sexual deviance were commonplace there. Its believers seemed to
think that to suﬀer from Cuvier syndrome was equivalent to receiving
the grace of God. And so, from one incestuous act to another on top of
even more of these acts yet, their obscenities at last yielded a wretched
fruit."
Kazuki stared at an image of the child dwarfed by their dirty white
rags, clutched in the arms of a policeman as Shin went on.
"The child proved to be the sole survivor of the tragedy that had
befell the cult, that which was deemed a ritualistic mass suicide. The
subject had no name, only known as an 'angel', who had been treated as
an inborn representative of God. Due to the circumstances of the
child's upbringing, the birth was unregistered, making the mere fact of
this existence a falsehood in the eyes of the legal system. Moreover, the
child existed as a perfect holder of XXY genes, exhibiting peak
chromosomal and physical intersex traits alike; almost certainly a
byproduct of genetic abnormalities stemming from these origins."
"...How is that possible?"
"Oh, tell me about it. Nature works in the most perplexing of ways,"
Shin sarcastically replied. He switched to yet another image.
This time, a naked photo of the child, stripped bare of what little
clothes they wore, was projected on the screen. Their eyes appeared
almost lifeless, motionlessly aimed at the ceiling, seemingly unaware of
their state of indecency. The ever so faint swell of developing breasts
was visible from their chest, and below their abdomen was a borderline
vestigial but nonetheless distinct set of masculine genitalia. Several
more images followed, each displaying yet more testaments to the
perfection of their androgyny.
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"Had the child been born into a normal society, there would be no
doubt that Angel would have been immediately treated the moment
that these abnormalities came to light," Shin coldly added. Images came
to Kazuki's mind of the child being experimented on, like a lab rat.
"But, as circumstances had it, the child was born into a cult and
revered for what would typically be viewed as a malady. The members
of the cult believed that this was a sacred mark, indicative of
consecration by God. But besides that, Angel exhibited yet more
abnormalities, beyond those visible on the body."
"Go on," Kazuki implored, his eyes glued to the screen. Shin smugly
grinned.
"Angel's name proved to be quite literal, in that this child was able to
channel the power of this 'God' that caused Cuvier syndrome."
"What?" Kazuki's grip suddenly loosened. The can of beer slipped
from his hand to the ﬂoor, spilling the alcohol over the carpet. "There's
no way. Are you saying that kid infected the people around them with
Cuvier syndrome? That's unheard of."
"It's only the truth, Kaz," Shin gently stated. "The site of this
speculated mass ritualistic suicide was in a completely sealed basement,
protected from any sort of sunlight. A total of 23 men and women
across various ages had been trapped there until their bodies
completely crystallized. Only Angel was found alive. If you have any
other plausible explanation for this phenomenon then please, speak up;
I'm all ears."
The screen changed again. Now, it displayed a photograph of the arm
of a Cuvier syndrome victim. It was clear that the victim was still in the
early stages of this disease. Their arm had taken on a faint glassy luster,
losing its suppleness, now stiﬀ like a board.
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"To dispel your doubts, this is the arm of the police oﬃcer who
delivered Angel from the scene," Shin said. "It was nighttime, and even
then, he was protected as per safety standards. He himself had no
relatives or acquaintances who were known to carry Cuvier syndrome.
Who could blame him? Nobody could have ever anticipated that this
child bore properties akin to those of the sun. Nevertheless, the
condition developed and progressed rapidly. A month after this photo
was taken, shortly before the infected arm lost all mobility, he
committed suicide with a pistol, just like with the ﬁrst case."
At those words, the scene of his death was projected on the screen.
Kazuki instantly felt sick to his stomach. Thankfully, most of the
chunks of his destroyed head and brain were hidden in the shadows of
the small crowd that had gathered around, but his blood still coated the
ﬂoor, and the shards of his shattered crystal arm were scattered about
the loose gun and the shell it had left behind.
"This anomaly immediately became evident after the unfortunate
nurse who was assigned to the subject began developing symptoms,
too," Shin went on, ignoring Kazuki, who was increasingly becoming
more ill. "Albeit faint, a bioelectric current is always present in the
human body, but in Angel's case, it was abnormally powerful. It never
exited the child's body, instead constantly accumulating within,
resulting in an undetectable electromagnetic wave that was emanated,
stimulating those in proximity in a manner identical to the raw
sunlight. And to think, that after all this risk, the cult continued to
blindly worship Angel as the messenger of the divine sun."
"Then how did the cult commit suicide?"
"By none other than Angel, of course," Shin assuredly replied,
pointing to the child on the screen. "Bizarrely, these electromagnetic
waves were completely in sync with the sunspot activity on the sun's
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surface. It's assumed that the cult tracked Angel's behavior in order to
predict when this activity would be at its height, at which they then
trapped themselves in the basement with Angel at the center, eagerly
allowing the lot of themselves to be crystallized in tandem. They most
likely believed that they were embarking onto the next plane of
existence at Angel's hands."
"And was the kid aware of this?"
Kazuki asked the question most pressing on his mind. A child, no
older than 10, was forced into initiating a mass suicide by the cult they were
born into, which kept them isolated from the rest of the world at large. The
thought made him sick to his stomach.
Shin, on the other hand, was trembling with laughter. "Who—god,
who cares about that? That isn't the point. We are all quite aware that
Angel was being used by that cult. Well, I would expect the child would
have felt confused that their success spurred confusion and outrage
from the people that came to the rescue...That is, if the kid was capable
of harboring feelings in the ﬁrst place."
"—Angel doesn't have emotions?"
"The short answer is 'no'. Angel was incapable of any demonstrations
of higher thought beyond conducting the word of God," Shin curtly
replied. He proceeded to the next image.
The child named Angel sat in a tightly enclosed room, emptily
staring out into space. Researchers gathered around the outside of the
room's lone window; some struggling desperately to initiate a
conversation, others more focused on the results of some scan
displayed on a portable monitor.
"This one is truly exceptional. You can see, if you look close enough,
the measure of the emitted electromagnetic waves. At the time this
photo was taken, every electronic device near this holding chamber
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simultaneously began to fail. Even the slightest exposure to this
radiance can set oneself on a trip to their Nirvana," he wryly grinned,
"and it seemed that no one on the research team was interested in an
early voyage to the afterlife. And, Madam Margot Cuvier was here
when this photo was taken, as a matter of fact—the exalted dame
leading the ﬁght against the plague of her namesake, as I'm sure you are
already aware."
Kazuki could only manage to nod.
"As a part of her groundbreaking study, Cuvier secretly adopted
Angel as her own, operating under the belief that if she were to be
infected, her suﬀering could, at the very least, serve to further her
ﬁndings—a martyr for her cause. Indeed, her choice proved
worthwhile. She found that Cuvier syndrome was not caused by
sunlight iself; rather, in accordance with the sequences of
electromagnetic activity on the sun. Of course, why the electromagnetic
waves alter molecular protein chains and cause abnormal prion activity
remains unclariﬁed, or why these anomalies continue to spread long
after initial exposure to the sun. Then, a new piece was added to the
puzzle, being that Angel possessed a previously unheard of cognitive
condition that severely hindered the subject's scope of awareness. Angel
could only perceive the people and objects in vicinity as electric ﬁgures,
meaning that these things were 'redrawn', so to speak, as digital data.
"Digital data...?"
"That's right," Shin nodded. Things were making less and less sense.
"And this anomaly continued to persist so much that the cult opted to
provide special education for the child, who was so burdened by this
aﬄiction that to accomplish even the smallest of tasks seemed
impossible. In Angel's eyes, ordinary people and objects were rendered
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completely unrecognizable. There was no way for this child to feasibly
interact with any environment, let alone understand it.
"Only by digitizing these things through computer processing can
they be tangible in this child's world. Ourselves at this facility, we
develop virtual reality avatars of ourselves that can freely interact with
these subjects. Through these means, they can see us and we can see
them, and vice versa. It's quite interesting, really—these children don't
even require meals, just like the angels of biblical fame."
Shin stopped himself there to gauge Kazuki's reaction. Kazuki's eyes
went wide. The corners of Shin's lips curled upwards in satisfaction.
"Angel was subjected to numerous examinations: physical exams,
brain scans, cell extraction, DNA sampling...Every experiment was
applied, yet the mystery remained unsolved. No causes seemed
apparent beyond the XXY phenotype. But, when the research had just
begun, the little Angel had grown out of the title."
Suddenly, a loud scream and a guttural, beastly moan burst from the
speaker. This time, it was a video being displayed. The child named
Angel was rolling around on the ﬂoor clutching their head, a look of
unfettered agony replacing their ever-dreamy expression.
Ragged screams continued to sound from their gaping mouth, their
skin pallid, glistening with tears and various body ﬂuids. A researcher
wearing protective clothing ran up in an attempt to stop the child, who
was now repeatedly banging their head on the ﬂoor. The child gave a
shrill bark, headbutting the researcher and knocking him oﬀ his feet,
and scrambled over to the opposite wall. They sat there, wailing to the
heavens, their entire body spasming as if controlled by invisible strings.
A hint of red on the child's clothes caught Kazuki's eye. A blood red
liquid dribbled down from between Angel's slender legs. They bellowed
once more. Their long black hair obscured their face, their mouth
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undoubtedly wrenched into a tormented howl. Their eyes darted to and
fro in a crazed fervor. In this condition, they seemed more like an
untamed beast than a human being.
"As you can see here, Angel has reached menarche," Shin plainly
remarked. Kazuki desperately wanted to look away, but the sight held
him hauntingly captivated. "There's no telling which factors played into
this turn of events resulting from when the subject was ﬁrst taken into
custody, but regardless, this proved that the female part of Angel was at
last maturing. The menstrual period has come, and in a sense, the
subject's state of androgyny was being contested. Femininity was
beginning to take root."
Clenching the bloodstained hem of their clothes, Angel struggled on
the ﬂoor and banged on the wall, screaming something
incomprehensible in a hoarse voice as if their very life was being
threatened. The blood that ﬂowed from between their legs spreaded
onto the ﬂoor, clinging half-dried and tacky on their skin, dyeing their
white clothes a vivid red.
"And at the same time that menarche arrived, the ability to radiate
electromagnetic waves and to crystallize others had vanished."
After what seemed like an eternity, the horriﬁc video came to a halt.
Kazuki realized that he was unknowingly holding his breath. His
shoulders rose and fell as he gulped down air, nearly hyperventilating.
What was shown next was the familiar ﬁgure of Angel lying still on an
examination table, surrounded by researchers for once not wearing any
protective clothing.
"Many hypotheses surfaced, but the most plausible one dictated that
the hormonal changes that came with the onset of menstruation
yielded some degree of eﬀect on the subject's delicately balanced
endocrine system, ultimately resulting in a loss of latent ability.
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Simultaneously, the cognitive anomaly being that only electronic data
could be perceived by the subject disappeared. Angel hadn't spoken a
single word until came the veritable descent of this once esteemed
celestial messenger to Earth, severed from this hallowed connection to
God. Since then, the subject began to gradually learn human language,
imitate people, and even try to talk. And to think, that at one time, the
stubborn little Angel had never once acknowledged the existence of
other humans."
Much to Kazuki's dismay, another image appeared. This time, Angel
was in a room with a colorful carpet, an indescribable look upon their
face as they played with alphabet blocks. It seemed, too, that Madam
Margot Cuvier was facing the child, her back facing the camera,
judging by what was visible of the woman's tightly-done chestnut hair,
her sharp nose, and her ever so slightly wrinkled face.
Shin tut-tutted to himself and moved on. "Madam Cuvier continued
to refer to this child by the name of Angel, and had taken it upon
herself to teach the ins and outs of this world that had the subject had
always dwelled in. It became apparent that the subject bore remarkably
high intelligence and a hunger for knowledge that far surpassed that of
most other children of the same age. Remarkably, Angel was soon able
to recall the circumstances of their troubling upbringing and the
supernatural abilities that they had once possessed; however, the most
sought-after details were as much of a mystery to them as they are to
us."
"Elaborate."
"Things like what they saw, felt, and spoke of as an 'angel'," Shin
quietly answered. "That was that Cuvier wanted most to know. There
are video recordings, as a matter of fact, when Angel began to speak
their ﬁrst words."
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Kazuki winced as another video began. A slightly older Angel sat in
what appeared to be a counseling room. Gone was their previous
absent-minded, expressionless air. They looked frightened, lost—like a
young animal abandoned by its owner in an unsafe place.
"So, what did you feel like when you were with it?"
The interrogator's ﬁgure was invisible from the perspective shown
on the screen. The child clung hard to the seat of their chair, shifting
back and forth where they said, meagerly stating that they couldn't say.
"You can't say? Do you mean that you shouldn't say it, or that you don't
want to say it?"
“I… I… I can't say it. I can't. I don't have the words."
The child's eyes constantly shifted from left to right, as if searching
for a means to escape.
"When I was there, it was… I was… There was only me, and nothing
else, nothing… I don’t... I don't know, there's no… I know nothing, nothing
about that place at all… I can't—!"
At that, the child's scattered words were completely broken by a
ghastly scream. The chair was knocked oﬀ balance by the force of their
movement, leaning against the wall after it tipped over. The child
scrambled to the ground, rocking back and forth with their knees
tucked to their chest, scratching violently at their own face. The beastly
howl resounded throughout the room as the previously unseen
interrogator rushed in front of the camera in an eﬀort to hold the child
down, while nurses and doctors bearing vials and syringes ﬁled in. The
quality of the footage began to rapidly deteriorate as what was
presumably a sedative was injected into the child, who fought and
thrashed beneath the hold of the professionals.
"Angel gained the ability to speak, but in turn, they had lost the
means to describe the word of God," Shin said, stopping the footage
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when one of the adults hoisted the child up into the air by their slender
legs.
"Or, rather, they never possessed it in a way we could understand in
the ﬁrst place. Such a matter as the word of God could not merely be
conveyed through an earthly tongue. They were simply in no shape to
call upon such an otherworldly power, being the fallen angel-turnedhuman that fate had them become.
"The research team was disappointed, to put it lightly.
Understanding the abnormal solar waves would be a crucial step in the
journey to treating Cuvier syndrome. The disgraced little angel was no
longer of any use, having been exiled from the heavens, forbade from
speaking the word of God. The team needed to acquire a replacement
for Angel, and fast."
"...So, like a Technoshaman?" Kazuki muttered.
"That's right," Shin smoothly concurred. He lightly clapped, the
remote control still held in his hands.
"From their angelic subject's testimony, Cuvier's research team
hypothesized that there exists an intelligent entity dwelling within or
embodying a structure of extra-dimensional superspace that is
connected to our universe, forming a sort of virtual gate, so to speak,
using the sun and its energy ﬁelds. The scientiﬁc community at large is
hesitant to deem it a form of life, but at the very least, assuming the fact
of its existence was something they could agree on."
"Would that be God?"
"Presumably," Shin nodded. He pressed a button on the remote,
which cleared the uncomfortable footage and proceeded to his next
example: a line graph. Several green lines criss-crossed over the screen,
and at the bottom, the data represented by each of them were
summarized in neat rows.
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"This is a comparative analysis of the patterns of solar
electromagnetic waves emitted during spikes in Cuvier syndrome
reports, and the patterns of electromagnetic waves emitted by Angel at
their prime. And then, following the loss of Angel's latent abilities, here
is the above data following the birth and life of our Technoshaman."
The screen switched to another graph and a chart. At ﬁrst glance, it
was quite similar to the previous one, only this time it bore a strong,
cohesive correlation.
"Indeed, the Technoshaman, as we have taken to calling her, is the
successor to Angel. And with her birth came an exciting development:
she not only maintained, but surpassed those inborn abilities that her
parent had once possessed." Shin's suave, velvety voice dominated the
quiet room. "The Technoshaman Seraphita is an exceptionally rare
being. Usually, contingency theory in quantum physics only applies to
activity taking place on a subatomic level, but our specimen by far
exceeds the threshold. She exists amid the ﬂow of quanta and data, a
veritable embodiment of raw computational information in every sense
of the word."
"I don't think I really understand what you're getting at," Kazuki
sheepishly admitted.
"Then you should have brushed up on your studies before you came
here, Kaz," Shin coldly rebuked. "The Technoshaman imitates the very
same quantum stochastic behavior that otherwise only takes place on
an atomic scale. She is able to move and restructure her body and its
surroundings at will, that which would otherwise be impossible, being
controlled under the laws of classical physics. In other words, she
chooses whether or whether not to establish the existence of these
things. As I have outlined, she behaves as though she exists on a
quantum level, meaning that—"
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"Alright, now you've lost me."
"—she is, so to speak, a macroscopic quantum phenomenon
masquerading as a human." Shin ﬂashed the befuddled Kazuki with an
enigmatic smile.
"I admit, I struggle to comprehend it myself, but I'm sure you
can...Well, you're expected to, actually. You will be getting in touch
again with her very shortly. I've sent you everything you need to know
ahead of time, which you'll ﬁnd in the reception terminal in your room.
I expect you to read it thoroughly. If you have any questions, any at all,
be sure to ask. I will explain to the height of my ability. As I'm the one
who brought you out here, I can't help but claim a degree of
responsibility over you."
With that, he reached for the remote control and ended the
presentation. An ominous shroud loomed heavily over Kazuki's
shoulders.
"But I wouldn't exactly say that this tentative title of 'God' is
misleading," Shin lowly added. "Especially not for those raised under
the inﬂuence of a monotheistic ideology. This thing that we have taken
to calling 'God', however, has no marked character; it is simply too
complex for us to comprehend. It does not speak to us humans, never
mind answer our prayers. Whatever it might be, it resides in another
realm from us, in another dimension that will always remain
completely inaccessible to us. It's for this reason that we simply call it
'God'. That is what we at this facility are trying to contact, using the
Technoshaman as our means to an end. Religion is of no signiﬁcance to
our operation. I assure you, Kazuki, we are of a vastly diﬀerent breed
than you lunatics who have taken to the streets with body paint and
handmade placards, who mindlessly drone on that Cuvier syndrome is,
supposedly, a divine retribution which we unexplainably deserve."
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"You're saying that I do that?"
"Apparently not. Oh, what a relief," Shin softly smiled, in sharp
contrast to Kazuki's blunt response.
"Uh, alright. Well, now that I'm here, can you cut to the chase and
tell me what you want me to do?"
"All we can do for the time being is convert you into a form that she
can recognize," Shin replied. "What's with that look? There's no need to
be so tense about it. It isn't like we're going to turn you into a monster
or something to that eﬀect—rather, we will merely be tracing your
body for the purpose of developing a digital avatar of your likeness.
Like it or not, that is the only way that you can exist in her world."
"The avatar would mirror your actions, just as if it were a shadow
following in your path. It's imperative that you have one developed, and
as quickly as possible at that," Shin continued. "It's an indispensable
tool for those who are required to come in contact with the
Technoshaman, behaving as a personal proxy that allows you to be
perceived by her conscience. Speciﬁcally, your task is to serve as her
interpreter, or perhaps a counselor if you're able. You will open up the
opportunity for her to at last speak her secrets. ...But, in order to make
this possible, it will be necessary to outﬁt you with a custom avatar that
she will take a liking to."
Shin spoke with a ﬁrm, deep-seated yet almost begrudging resolve,
but Kazuki was all too exhausted to debate him. He had no choice but
to go along with his ramblings.
"So what am I supposed to do after my avatar is ready? Just follow
her around?"
"Well, there isn't much else that you can, really. Even through the
means of an avatar, there is no possible way to communicate with her
through words," Shin answered. Something about his nonchalant way
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of addressing such an abstract matter made Kazuki brim with anxiety,
wondering how many had come before him with the burden of this
duty on their shoulders, only for it to be their very undoing.
"This time, we plan to employ a slightly diﬀerent approach; I have no
doubt that a cognitive technician and empath of your caliber would be
suited for the job. I would like to see you use your abilities to provide
us a map of our subject, the esteemed SERAPHITA-09's cognitive
structure. That is my request."
"Your request? It sounds more like an order to me, if not a threat."
"Your feelings on the matter are yours to decide, not mine," Shin
shrugged. "If you mean to say you have no choice, you are most
certainly correct about that. I'm here for the same reason as you: to
please the goddess, and until she is either satisﬁed or has lost interest,
neither of us will be leaving this place. But I must concede, you're so
much better oﬀ than I am, Kazuki. You have the merit of being a
crucial ﬁgure in the Technoshaman project—that is to say, that you
share both an important role and a unique ability. Myself, I'm little
more than a puppet in her eyes: a neat little puppet who was so crudely
dragged along to appeal to the fancies of this selﬁsh goddess who never
listens."
Suddenly, as soon as Shin stopped talking, Kazuki felt a familiar chill
run down his spine. A pain-stricken voice came to life inside his head.
"My brother is the devil. We were born as trophies unto our parents, and
then...He killed them...He's a demon, the devil incarnate."
"In any case, you should probably get some rest. I'd imagine you're
quite exhausted," Shin said, casting the remote to the side. He bent
down and picked up Kazuki's empty can. "If you don't understand now,
you will in time. Remember to check the terminal in your room, as I've
sent more materials there."
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The tense atmosphere that usually followed Shin was gone, and in
place of his usually expressionless mask was a haughty smile.
"You should be ready to make your avatar tomorrow. From that
point on, the goddess is in your hands...Or should I say, you'll be in
hers."
The scent of beer stunk up the room. Kazuki came to his feet and
exited through the doorway, where two sharp-eyed men stood waiting
for him. He didn't doubt that Shin had likely summoned them.
"Greetings, Mr. Kazuki Homura. We will escort you to your room.
Your luggage has already been compensated for, so please follow us if
you would."
Once Shin was alone in his room, he erupted with laughter; a highpitched, sinister guﬀaw. Kazuki was left with no choice but to follow the
men with a staggering gait, inwardly praying all the while that this
nightmare would end.
Just when Kazuki was being led around the facility, the young
goddess was playing by herself as usual, unaware that her newest
servant was on the way.
For her, the world she knew was a swaying sea rife with possibilities,
and the wavering, ephemeral existences that she controlled were the
islands that drifted around her. She was the queen and goddess that
resided within this ﬂuctuating archipelago, like a radiant star at the
center of its solar system. She was the only thing that truly existed in
this place, for everything else eventually vanished into the raw data it
was borne from, like shadows dancing around the edges of her
peripheral vision, that she could erase or modify at any time.
Clear water gushed between the cracks in the rocks, ﬂowing around
the ﬂowers that grew near where it ran. It lapped at her toes, ringing
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almost like a bell when she abruptly pulled her foot back from where it
was in the stream. She returned to the stone pavement, her small
footprints drying quickly on the stones.
Currently, it was nighttime inside the enclosure. The skylight that
was set to open in the day was closed, and in its place was a dreamlike,
mystical projection of a night sky illuminated by the ﬁrst quarter moon.
Although the sun wasn't visible, still she could feel the presence of
God—that was what the shadowy ﬁgures within this space called
themselves, after all.
God was the only thing with which she could communicate. The
conversations they had were beyond the understanding of any other
living being, for millions of iotas of the richest information were
instantaneously exchanged between the two at any given moment.
None of the strongest computers installed at the facility were able to
keep up with the simplest of their words.
God, too, was suﬀering, but she was blissfully unaware.
It was by no means impossible to understand the idea of suﬀering or
to convey it through any language known to man, yet paradoxically, the
concept was beyond her understanding. Things such as "consciousness"
or "emotion" were mere trivialities that held no weight in her everchanging world.
It was because of her perceived lack of emotions and sense of self
that she was incapable of communicating with anyone else except for
God. This was a great irony, and the precise reason as to why this was
so wasn't understood by any researchers at the facility, or even by
herself. For all it mattered, she existed as nothing more than an empty
vessel which served as a repository for the word of God.
At last, she sat down on the cobblestone, feeling the cool rocks
beneath her. The dome that surrounded the enclosure and its internal
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and external barriers limited her abilities, preventing her from escaping
or otherwise. But even then, those limitations were not absolute. If she
truly desired something, nothing in the world could stop her from
having her way.
She raised her small hand in a beckoning motion and a segment of
the stone pavement began to glow. A pale pillar of light materialized,
and in it, a slender young man appeared.
His face and body were delicately built, nearly identical to that of
Shin. However, Shin had black hair and eyes, while this phantom's were
of an iridescent silver like the moon. He opened his eyes as if waking
from a dream and stared blankly ahead, while the girl slowly circled
around his gentle, even-featured form.
This silver-haired ﬁgure was, if human emotions could be applied to
her, the very thing she loved most in this world.
Despite the striking resemblance to Shin, she didn't know whose
likeness belonged to this digital incarnation. To be more precise, she
remembered that the digital tracers captured the build, demeanor, and
behavioral patterns of the avatar's human model one by one, but it was
no more than the objective fact that she retained, ﬂashing by in an
instant in the form of a series of meaningless electrical impulses. Even a
thing so basic as a thought was an abstraction to her: a quantumdetermined '1' or '0', for "presence" versus "absence". Everything in
between was a cluster of bubbles, rising and falling in the indeterminate
sea—ephemeral toys that she conjured at her own whim and erased
when her desire vanished.
Then again, her abilities were limited, and despite these limitations,
she still found it possible to traverse along spatial coordinate axes to a
certain extent, enabling a locomotive pattern not unlike teleportation.
The shell of the EGG served as the enforcer as that boundary. The
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dome worked in conjunction with the countless supercomputers
operating from all around the facility to restrict her from projecting
quantum manifestations of a certain size or anywhere outside of a
certain radius. Imagine if, for example, she conjured up a
Tyrannosaurus beyond a certain radius. What would happen then?
With that restriction in place, the height of her abilities limited her
to materializing things like harmless ﬂowers and plants, birds, insects,
varieties of soil, and small stones. If she put her mind to it, she could
conjure things like forests or large spires, but the price was that they
took anywhere from a few days to a couple weeks to completely
manifest.
She had been inspired to decorate the enclosure after viewing the
contents of a web archive on the EGG's network. She found the dance
of the ancient gods to be fascinating, if such a term could be applied to
her. The rainforest and the armada of carved sculptures slowly overtook
the domed space over the course of a month. Until then, the
containment area which had once been occupied by children's
furniture underwent a gradual metamorphosis before the researchers'
eyes. After six months, the original room was totally unrecognizable,
now dominated by a deep green jungle and eﬃgies of gods that smiled
at every turn.
She began to dance on the worn stone path. Newly manifested
ﬂowers began to scatter around her as she performed the dance of the
holy virgin that would have taken place at this temple long ago. She
ascended the stairs that the silver-haired man stood at the peak of until
at last she stood before him. She began to twirl around him in
hypnotic, back-and-forth motions.
Tentatively, she put her hands on his face and began to caress the
young man's smooth, pale cheeks.
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For what it was, the digitally conjured young man seemed almost as
real as any "real" human. The surface of his body solidiﬁed the instant
her ﬂesh made contact. For any other person, it would be like putting
one's hand through a hologram. She felt his supple skin and the gentle
crest of his cheekbones yield beneath her touch, at which she then
changed course and ran her thin ﬁngers through his hair, again and
again.
Just as a master craftsman might ﬁne-tune an apprentice's sculpture,
she began to make careful adjustments to his form. She softened the
gentle curves of the edges of his eyes, and evened out the already
ﬂawless bridge of his slender nose. His thin eyebrows received similar
treatment, pairing with his mouth to achieve a digniﬁed, willful look.
She reﬁned the delicate musculature of his chest and belly, like the great
Michelangelo or Da Vinci, continually reworking her masterpiece until
it was sublime.
She only let up once her rendition of the prototype avatar was
pleasing to her eyes. Manipulating these digital models came as second
nature to her, like a toddler sculpting crude renditions of people and
animals out of clay.
She stepped back a little to admire her work. It was a purely aesthetic
makeover, made possible by her latent skills as an artist.
After a brief examination, she found that, per her modiﬁcations, the
lips were now a little too thin for his face as a whole. Instantaneously,
she accessed the archives once more, poring over paintings, sculptures,
and other works of art dating as far back as the dawn of man for
reference until she stopped to select one: The Baptism of John by Simeon
Solomon, an artist of the pre-Raphaelite movement, who emerged
towards the end of the 19th century. It depicted a young man adorned
with a crown of ivy on his forehead, gazing longingly with wide eyes
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and locks of curly black hair tumbling over his shoulders. Ironically, for
a depiction of a Christian saint, his sullen eyes and sensual curve of his
lips brought Pagan imagery to mind, more beﬁtting of the image of a
young Bacchus.
Gingerly, she bestowed upon him that man's soft, petal-like lips and
stood by to evaluate the minor correction. The impossibly beautiful
model looked a little more human now, and less like a sculpture.
Simeon Solomon, Simeon Solomon. The very name was music to her
ears. She endeavored to hear more. She traced along the winding
labyrinth of hyperlinks until she at last arrived at the Song of Solomon.
Priests argue that it chronicled men and women proclaiming their
unconditional love for the Hebrew God through song, but many argued
that it was, in fact, emblematic of a more carnal love between the sexes.
The archaic melody began to ﬂow forth through her lips like honey.
"Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth!
For your love is better than wine.”
The little girl spun about as she performed a rapid ancient dance.
Something faintly sparkled above her head, then in the blink of an eye,
pale pink petals began to silently fall around her like snow.
"Your anointing oils are fragrant;
your name is oil poured out;
therefore virgins love you.”
The silver-haired idol—the image of perfection in her eyes yet no
more than a digital illusion—had a soothed, placid look upon his face,
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like a baby on the verge of sleep. She added depth to his limbs in
shadowy blue strokes, with the grace of a masterful painter.
"Draw me after you; let us run.
The king has brought me into his chambers.
We will exult and rejoice in you;
we will extol your love more than wine;
rightly do they love you.”
She began to lower herself to the ground, moving in rhythmic
motions until she met the cool stones beneath her feet. The hem of her
white gown ﬂuttered with her. Her legs moved under her hips as she
crouched down. The petals continued to rain around her, gathering on
her shoulders.
"Tell me, you whom my soul loves,
where you pasture your ﬂock,
where you make it lie down at noon,
for why should I be like one who veils herself
beside the ﬂock of your companions?”
A shrill tweet signaled that a robin was ﬂying down, its soft chest
downed with crimson feathers. It was considered a religious symbol in
Christian philosophy due to the red patch on its chest, which signiﬁed
the blood of Christ. Its arrival came as an unintended byproduct of her
digital hyperlinking, emerging thus from the vast sea of her
subconscious. She raised her hand and the little bird settled on her
palm. It looked at her through its beady black eyes as she gently
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wrapped it in her other hand, bringing it close to her lips. The bird
remained still without any indication of struggle.
"I compare you, my love,
to a mare among Pharaoh's chariots.
Your cheeks are lovely with ornaments,
your neck with strings of jewels.
We will make for you ornaments of gold,
studded with silver.
While the king was on his couch,
my nard gave forth its fragrance.
My beloved is to me a sachet of myrrh
that lies between my breasts.
My beloved is to me a cluster of henna blossoms
in the vineyards of Engedi.
Behold, you are beautiful, my love;
behold, you are beautiful;
your eyes are doves.
Behold, you are beautiful, my beloved, truly delightful.
Our couch is green;
the beams of our house are cedar;
our rafters are pine.”
The bird that sat in her hand, said to bear the blood of Christ, was
unaware that the curtains of its brief life were about to close.
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In a matter of seconds, a hazy white washed over its eyes; its vivid
feathers began to fall out as the strength drained from its small body.
Soon, it went cold as its legs gave way beneath it, weakly collapsing on
its side. Feathers, ﬂesh, and muscle sloughed oﬀ in kind, leaving only a
meagre pile of thin bones that, too, dissolved into nothingness before
her. The only sign that the bird had ever been there was a single
pearlescent skull that remained, no larger than her ﬁngertip.
The young goddess clasped the delicate skull in her hand, like
guarding polished ivory, as she continued to rejoice in a love that she
didn't know.
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